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For our first Vintage Jewellery & Accessories auction of 2016 we have 
some great items for you. Whether you are looking for Valentine’s gifts or 
just something to add to your own collection, we can cover it.

There are some beautiful pieces of Scottish jewellery, for example lot 
181, a late Victorian gold Scottish agate set brooch. There are also 
banded agate bead necklaces, these always prove popular so should 
fetch good prices on the day.

We have some lovely items of late 19th century garnet jewellery, lot 211, 
a late 19th century garnet cabochon cluster brooch will attract attention 
due to its sizeable central garnet cabochon. There are other beautiful 
garnet brooches together with necklaces and earrings too.

There is an interesting variety of Scandinavian designer jewellery, with 
the ever popular Georg Jensen, lots 564 and 565 a ‘Surf’ bracelet, 

brooch and ear clips by Nanna Ditzel for Georg Jensen are bound to 
be a hit with buyers. The most striking piece I feel is lot 571, an 18ct 
gold lapis lazuli and diamond ring by Lapponia, although it’s an abstract 
design it’s very elegant.

Antique jewellery cases have been selling very well in the last two 
auctions and we have lots more in this auction, from lot 742.

A designer handbag or scarf could make someone very happy on 
Valentine’s day. Our star lots are two Hermes Birkin bags, but we have 
examples from Louis Vuitton, Chanel and Burberry too.

Our website shows additional images and condition reports for these 
lots and feel free to contact us if you need any further information.
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Forget those lengthy waiting lists and get your hands on some of the 
world’s most coveted designer bags and accessories now!

In one of Fellows’ most exciting auctions to date, you’ll be spoilt for choice 
with over 400 lots of designer handbags, shoes and accessories, with 
over thirty designer names including Chanel, Hermès, Mulberry and Louis 
Vuitton.

Undoubtedly, a highlight of the sale are six iconic Hermès Birkin handbags, 
including one in stunning natural tan ostrich leather and another in blue 
Fjord leather.

This timed auction will start on the 5th April at 10am and will run until the 
17th April at 7.30pm. The sale will be hosted by our live bidding partner  
www.the-saleroom.com/fellows. Here you will be able to follow the 
auction, see the latest bids and receive notifications if you are outbid, giving 
you chances to revise your bids. In addition, full lot details, 360 degree 
images, estimates and condition reports are available to view on our website  
www.fellows.co.uk
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1

An early 20th century gem-set evening bag attributed 
to Van Cleef & Arpels. The gold textile rectangular bag, 
embroidered with a quatrefoil lattice design and fl oral 
motifs in gold and silver metallic thread, set with amethyst 
and garnet beads, the press stud fastening opening to 
reveal a satin lined interior with three main compartments. 
Measuring 3 by 12.5 by 20cms. £500-700

2

BURBERRY - a leather Gosford Bridle hobo bag. With a 
mustard yellow soft leather exterior, featuring decorative 
overlapping belt details, gold-tone hardware, single rolled 
leather top handle, detachable shoulder strap and an open 
top with multiple interior compartments. Measuring 11 by 
34 by 37cms. With maker’s dust bag. £150-200

3

BURBERRY - a small shoulder bag. Designed with 
maker’s Haymarket check coated canvas exterior with 
logo engraved name plaque, brown leather trim, snap 
button fastening and one interior pocket. Measuring 15 by 
15 by 23cms. With maker’s dust bag. £60-90

4 

CARTIER - a Bordeaux leather cosmetics bag with interior 
purse. Designed with a textured burgundy leather exterior 
with one side pocket, a small leather top handle which can 
be detached at one side, maker’s engraved logo plaque to 
the opposite side, top zip fastening and two expandable 
ruched interior side pockets, together with a matching 
detachable interior purse. Measuring 9 by 15 by 27cms. 
£50-80

5

CARTIER - a Bordeaux leather shoulder bag. Featuring 
polished gold-tone hardware, adjustable leather shoulder 
strap, top fl ap closure, maker’s logo clip fastening, front 
patch pocket and maker’s logo lined interior. Measuring 
5.5 by 20 by 23cms. With maker’s dust bag. £100-150

6

CARTIER - a Bordeaux leather crossbody bag. Designed 
with a front fl ap pocket with maker’s logo emblem, single 
adjustable shoulder strap, top zip fastening and one 
interior side pocket with maker’s engraved gold-tone 
name plaque. Measuring 5.5 by 15.5 by 23cms. With 
maker’s dust bag and authentication card. £60-90

Van Cleef & Arpels

Burberry Cartier 
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7

CARTIER - a Bordeaux leather shoulder bag. With a 
burgundy leather exterior, featuring gold-tone hardware, 
top fl ap closure with maker’s logo clip fastening, 
adjustable crossbody shoulder strap, front patch pocket 
and maker’s logo lining. Measuring 6 by 16 by 23cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £70-100

8

CARTIER - a Bordeaux leather hobo shoulder bag. 
Featuring maker’s logo embossed onto a front leather 
oval plaque, single adjustable leather shoulder strap 
with buckle detail, top zip fastening and logo fabric lined 
interior. Measuring 8 by 17 by 27cms. £150-200

9 # 

CARTIER - a Vendome fountain pen. The brushed 
silver-colour barrel and cap, with gold-tone clip and end 
cap detail. Length 13.7cms. With fi tted Cartier case, box, 
leafl et and authenticity certifi cate. £50-80

10

CARTIER - a Diabolo ballpoint pen. The black case with 
gold-tone nib, cap and clip with blue cabochon stone to 
the end cap. Signed Cartier. £80-120

11 #

CARTIER - a Trinity ballpoint pen. Designed as red lacquer 
on an engine turned base to the gold tone features and 
trinity band detail to the terminal. Signed Cartier. With 
maker’s case. £60-90

12

CARTIER - a pair of Santos de Cartier aviator glasses 
frames. Featuring gold plated thin metal frames and screw 
motif detail to the bridge and temples. Stamped Cartier 
Paris 59 14. Defi cient of lenses. £60-90

13

CARTIER - two pairs of prescription glasses. The fi rst with 
oval-shape, grey-tinted rimless lenses, the second with 
rounded rectangular clear lenses, both with metal arms 
with black ends. Signed Cartier. £70-100
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14 

CÉLINE - a Dalmatian print pony hair handbag. Designed 
with a structured hinged top frame with push-lock 
fastening and hanging key charm, black leather trim, two 
front patch pockets with magnetic buckle detailed snap 
fastenings, single small leather top handle and one interior 
side pocket. Measuring 12 by 23 by 38cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £120-180

15

CÉLINE - a black luggage Phantom handbag. Designed 
with a black leather exterior, featuring a front zip pocket 
with a braided leather pull cord, dual rolled leather top 
handles, optional expandable side wings, top strap 
fastening, black suede lined interior and four protective 
base feet. Measuring 22 by 27 by 30cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £600-800

16 

CÉLINE - a burgundy leather Boogie bag. With gold-tone 
logo engraved hardware, two small outer side pockets, 
rolled leather top handles, an open top and three main 
interior compartments. Measuring 14 by 20 by 30cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £120-180

17 

CÉLINE - a coral leather Bittersweet hobo bag. Designed 
with a soft pebbled leather exterior, pale gold-tone 
hardware, metal stud embellishments, dual handles, top 
zip fastening and weighted leather cord detail. Measuring 
20 by 25 by 42cms. With maker’s certifi cate of authenticity. 
£120-180

18

CÉLINE - a handbag. Featuring a brown and cream 
monogram canvas exterior with smooth leather trim, 
single adjustable shoulder strap with buckle details, top 
zip fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 5.5 by 
26 by 29cms. £80-120

19

CÉLINE - a Macadam canvas bag. The canvas with 
repeating pattern over, dark brown single strap and dark 
brown fabric lining. Measuring 12 by 24cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £60-90

20

CÉLINE - a selection of hair accessories and a bracelet. 
The bracelet designed as a series of circular charms 
suspended from a fancy-link chain, to the T-bar clasp, 
together with six boxed Céline head bands and a black 
hair bow. Length of bracelet 20cms. £60-90

Céline
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21 

CHANEL - a black quilted leather bag. Featuring maker’s 
classic quilted black lambskin leather exterior, gold-tone 
hardware to include maker’s CC logo push-clip fastening, 
chain and interwoven leather shoulder strap, a burgundy 
leather interior with one side zip pocket. Measuring 6 by 
17.5 by 22cms. With maker’s care card. £500-700

22 

CHANEL - a Jumbo Super Model Tote. Featuring 
a quilted black leather exterior, polished gold-tone 
hardware, double interwoven leather chain handles, small 
fl ap closure and a large CC logo turn-lock fastening. 
Measuring 17 by 37 by 46cms. With maker’s dust bag and 
authenticity card. £1,000-1,500

23 

CHANEL - a Ligne Cambon reporter bag. Featuring a 
black quilted lambskin leather exterior with white leather 
CC logo, silver-tone hardware, four exterior fl ap pockets 
and one rear slip pocket, double rolled leather handles, 
top zip fastening and fuchsia pink logo lined interior. 
Measuring 18 by 20 by 38cms. With maker’s dust bag, 
authentication card and product pamphlet. £800-1,200

24

CHANEL - an East West Accordion Flap bag. From the 
maker’s East West Collection, designed with a black 
quilted, glazed lambskin leather exterior and contrasting 
cream trim, dual chain-link and interwoven leather 
handles, polished silver-tone hardware, top fl ap closure 
with logo turn-lock front fastening and a cream satin 
interior lining. Measuring 17 by 17 by 36cms. £700-900

25 

CHANEL - a small Classic Double Flap bag. Featuring 
maker’s iconic black quilted lambskin leather exterior 
with gold-tone hardware, maker’s CC logo turn-lock 
fastening, double chain and interwoven leather strap, 
inner fl ap closure with black and burgundy interior leather 
lining. Measuring 6.5 by 14 by 23.5cms. With maker’s care 
pamphlet.  £800-1,200

26

CHANEL - a Cambon Ligne quilted tote. Featuring a 
smooth black lambskin leather exterior with maker’s 
signature diamond quilted pattern, a large off-set white 
leather CC logo patch, rolled black leather top handles 
with knotted ends and fuchsia fabric lined interior. 
Measuring 12 by 20 by 24cms. £420-520

Chanel 
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27

CHANEL - a CC Jumbo Shopper. Designed with an open 
top, smooth black lambskin leather exterior with large 
stitched CC logo to one side and double interwoven chain 
and leather chunky top handles. Measuring 11.5 by 31.5 
by 41cms. £400-600

28

CHANEL - a Ligne Cambon reporter bag. Featuring a 
black quilted lambskin leather exterior with white leather 
CC logo, silver-tone hardware, four exterior fl ap pockets 
and one rear slip pocket, double rolled leather handles, 
top zip fastening and fuchsia logo fabric lined interior. 
Measuring 18 by 20 by 38cms. With maker’s dust bag, 
authentication card and product pamphlet. £500-700

29 

CHANEL - a pinstripe leather bag. In black lambskin 
leather, with grey stitched parallel lines, two outer pockets, 
silver-tone chain handle, zip and ‘CC’ logo, the black 
fabric lining with ‘5’ design and a number of internal 
pockets. Measuring 5 by 21 by 25cms. £600-800

30 

CHANEL - a Jumbo Classic Flap shoulder bag. Featuring 
maker’s signature black quilted lambskin leather exterior 
with gold-tone hardware, maker’s large CC logo turn-lock 
fastening, double chain and interwoven leather handle and 
a burgundy leather lined interior. Measuring 9 by 20 by 
30cms. £1,200-1,800

31

CHANEL - a Matelasse chain leather shoulder bag. 
The slouch style bag with diamond stitching, fl ap with 
press-stud closure and ‘CC’ in matte silver-tone, chain 
and leather handles and a further concealed pocket to the 
reverse. Measuring 36 by 48cms. £1,000 - 1,500

32 

CHANEL - an Igloo patchwork fl ap bag. Featuring a 
glazed calfskin black leather exterior, polished silver-tone 
hardware, double interlaced chain strap, top fl ap closure 
with an engraved twist-lock fastening and one interior zip 
pocket. Measuring 9.5 by 17.5 by 30cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £900-1,400
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33 

CHANEL - a beige Ligne Cambon reporter bag. Featuring 
a beige quilted lambskin leather exterior with an offset 
black leather CC logo, silver-tone hardware, four exterior 
fl ap pockets and one rear slip pocket, double rolled 
leather handles, top zip fastening and fuchsia pink logo 
lined interior. Measuring 18 by 20 by 38cms. With maker’s 
dust bag, authentication card and product pamphlet. 
£900-1,400

34

CHANEL - a brown leather handbag. Crafted from soft 
brown lambskin leather, featuring dual thin rolled leather 
top handles, a black ‘CC’ turn-lock fastening and two 
interior side pockets. Measuring 12.5 by 29 by 29cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £300-400

35 

CHANEL - a Reissue Quilted Classic Jersey Flap bag. 
Designed with a purple jersey fabric exterior, quilted 
in maker’s signature diamond stitched pattern using 
contrasting fuchsia thread, featuring gold-tone hardware, 
a mademoiselle twist lock front fastening, bijoux style 
shoulder strap, interior secondary fl ap with snap button 
fastening and purple leather lining. Measuring 9 by 16.5 by 
28cms. £760-960

36 

CHANEL - a metallic gold Cube Boy fl ap bag. From 
maker’s Cruise collection, featuring a gold leather 
embossed checkered pattern to the exterior, matte 
gold-tone hardware, top fl ap closure with red and black 
enamel CC push-lock fastening, and a chain and leather 
shoulder strap with red coloured detail to the leather 
strap underside. Measuring 8 by 15 by 25cms. With 
unassociated dust bag. £1,000-1,500

37 

CHANEL - a burgundy caviar leather tote. To one side a 
fl ap pocket with ‘CC’ logo fastening, to the other a fl at 
pocket with padded ‘CC’ logo stitched into the leather, 
with leather and gold-tone chain handle, with two inner 
pockets. Measuring 22 by 27.5cms. £600-800

38

CHANEL - a leather ‘CC’ logo trim shoulder bag. Crafted 
from soft cream lambskin leather, featuring two wide 
exterior slip pockets, gold-tone ‘CC’ emblems positioned 
around the base of the bag, dual chain and leather 
shoulder straps, top zip fastening and two interior zip 
pockets. Measuring 8.5 by 25.5 by 31.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and shopping bag. £400-600
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39

CHANEL - a Boston luggage bag. Featuring a smooth 
quilted black lambskin leather exterior, gold-tone 
hardware, double rolled leather top handles, detachable 
crossbody strap with shoulder patch, detachable leather 
ID tag, top zip fastening and two interior side pockets. 
With maker’s padlock, defi cient of key. Measuring 25 by 
30 by 60cms. With maker’s dust bag and authentication 
card. £720-920

40 

CHANEL - a caviar leather shoulder bag. The black leather 
bag with diamond stitching to the shoulder straps with 
imitation tortoiseshell handles and imitation tortoiseshell 
tag with maker’s logo embossed to both sides. Measuring 
8 by 25 by 26.5cms. £500-700

41

CHANEL - a Camellia tote. Crafted from grey canvas with 
quilted detail, featuring maker’s iconic symbols layered to 
the front slip pocket, including a camellia fl ower, a number 
5 and CC logo, with dual chain and canvas handles, open 
top and one interior side pocket. Measuring 12.5 by 21.5 
by 26cms. With maker’s dust bag. £240-340

42

CHANEL - a caviar leather tote. The rectangular tote with 
padded ‘CC’ logo to the front fl at pocket, a further fl at 
pocket to the reverse and a chain and leather shoulder 
strap. Measuring 6.5 by 26 by 31.5cms. £600-800

43

CHANEL - a Matelasse bag. Featuring maker’s classic 
diamond quilted black leather exterior, with gold-tone 
hardware, a chain and leather interwoven shoulder strap 
and maker’s classic CC turn-lock fastening. Measuring 6 
by 18.5 by 30cms. £300-400

44

CHANEL - a caviar leather shoulder bag. In black caviar 
leather, with fl ap pocket to the front with ‘CC’ clasp, three 
main internal compartments, two internal zip pockets and 
a chain and leather shoulder strap. Measuring 10 by 25 by 
30cms. £800-1,200
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45

CHANEL - a Boston luggage bag. Featuring a smooth 
quilted black lambskin leather exterior, gold-tone 
hardware, maker’s combination padlock, double fl at 
rigid leather top handles, detachable crossbody strap 
with shoulder patch, detachable leather ID tag, top zip 
fastening and two interior side pockets. Measuring 23 by 
30 by 60cms. £800-1,200

46 

CHANEL - a Matelasse vanity bag. Designed as a green 
metallic box, with stitched padded appearance, to 
the fi xed gold-tone curb-chain handle and press-stud 
fastening with ‘CC’ logo detail, opening to reveal a mirror 
and inner pocket. Measuring 8.5 by 10 by 22cms. With 
certifi cate of authenticity. £340-440

47 #

CHANEL - an embossed logo wallet. Featuring a dark 
grey lambskin leather exterior, embossed with maker’s 
logos and symbols in a checkerboard design, gunmetal 
CC font emblem, a pale gold leather lining and multiple 
interior pockets. Measuring 10.5 by 18cms. With maker’s 
box. £80-120

48

CHANEL - a purse. Of rectangular outline with classic 
diamond-shape pattern to the textured leather CC logo to 
the fl ap press stud closure opening to one side to reveal 
card and cash compartments and to the other a coin 
compartment with kiss-lock. Stamped Chanel. Measures 9 
by 12cms. £80-120

49

CHANEL - a black leather purse and card case. To include 
a double sided purse with a snap button fastening at 
either side, maker’s logo medallion and multiple interior 
compartments, together with a fl at card case with subtle 
embossed camellia fl ower and small CC logo to one 
side. Lengths measure 10 and 11cms. Purse with maker’s 
authentication card. £80-120

50 #

CHANEL  - a phone case. Designed as grey carviar quilted 
leather with silver tone ‘CC’ logo, opening to reveal inside 
three card slots and the phone section. Stamped Chanel. 
Measures 7 by 13cms. With maker’s case, care card and 
authenticity card. £120-180
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51

CHANEL - a mint green and cream suit. The woven wool 
jacket in green and cream with cream knitted detail to the 
edge of the jacket and pockets and gold coloured enamel 
buttons, together with a cream wool skirt, with matching 
knitted detail to the side seams. Sizes 42. Labels for 
Chanel Boutique. With maker’s hanger. £300-400

52

CHANEL - a pale yellow jacket. The curve-collared boucle 
jacket with blanket stitched edges, pale yellow silk ‘CC’ 
lining and silver colour buttons. Size 44. Label for Chanel 
Boutique. With maker’s hanger.  £150-200

53

CHANEL - a boucle wool pale pink skirt suit. The 
collarless jacket in pink wool with multi-coloured thread 
woven through, clear plastic buttons with gold ‘CC’ detail, 
open darts and a matching pencil skirt. Size approximately 
12 to 14. With maker’s coat hanger. £340-440

54

CHANEL - a panelled boucle jacket. The fi ve tiered panels 
in cream, blue, and beige tones, with silver-tone ‘Chanel 
Paris’ cut-out buttons and cream silk lining. Size 44. With 
maker’s hanger. £150-200

55

CHANEL - a mint green wool suit. The mid-length, 
double-breasted collarless jacket with four patch pockets, 
black and gold coloured ‘CC’ buttons and a matching 
pencil skirt. Size 42. With maker’s hanger. £200-300

56

CHANEL - a cream cord jacket. The single button 
jacket with wide angled lapels which are stitched to the 
shoulders, with imitation pearl buttons and cream silk 
lining. Size 44. With maker’s hanger. £120-180
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57

CHANEL - a raspberry skirt suit. The jacket in textured 
magenta fabric, the four patch pockets with black trim 
and black collar and gold coloured cuff buttons, together 
with a black pencil skirt in matching textured fabric with 
gold coloured button detail to one side. Size 42. Labelled 
Chanel Boutique. With maker’s hangers. £220-320

58

CHANEL - a black double breasted coat. The three-
quarter length coat with cropped sleeves, gold coloured 
buttons to the front, cuffs and epaulettes, fl ap pockets 
and padded shoulders. Size 36. Label for Chanel 
Boutique. With maker’s coat hanger. £400-600

59

CHANEL - a brown tweed jacket. The mandarin collar 
jacket in beige, purple, red and rust check, with brown 
corduroy piping to the collar, button placket and slit 
pocket trim and brown silk lining. Size approximately UK 
10. Label for Chanel Boutique. With maker’s coat hanger.
£280-380

60

CHANEL - four pairs of trousers. The fl at-fronted navy blue 
trousers with gold and blue coloured buttons to either side 
and cullotte-style legs, together with pleated black linen 
trousers with gold coloured button detail and similarly 
designed white and cream wide-leg trousers. Estimated 
sizes 8-10. Two with maker’s hangers. £100-150

61

CHANEL - a cashmere twinset. With a cream cashmere 
cardigan with multicoloured pastel trim and front button 
fastenings and with a matching cashmere sleeveless top. 
Size 42. Labelled Chanel Boutique. £200-300

62

CHANEL - a cream dress and a pink blouse. The 
short-sleeved cream dress with eight rose-shape cream 
buttons to the front placket, with ladder-stitch detail to the 
waist, sleeves and darts, together with a pale pink blouse, 
with gold fabric bib and cuffs. Sizes 40. Dress with maker’s 
hanger. £150-200
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63

CHANEL - a beige linen jacket. The double-breasted 
jacket with gold coloured ‘CC’ logo buttons, four patch 
pockets and sailor-style lapels, lined in cream ‘CC’ silk. 
Size 42. Label for Chanel Boutique. With maker’s hanger.  
£90-140

64

CHANEL - two pairs of jeans. Both with pleated fronts to 
the wide-leg cut and ‘CC’ embroidered patch pockets. 
Sizes 40 and 42. £80-120

65 #

CHANEL - a grey cashmere silk blend scarf. Featuring 
maker’s CC beaded logo to one corner. Measuring 70 by 
200cms. With maker’s dust bag and box. £200-300

66

CHANEL - a CC print scarf. The background in pale 
blue, with the ‘CC’ logo repeated in white across. Signed 
Chanel. Measurement 89 by 89cms.  £80-120

67

CHANEL - a scarf. The black background with red fl owers 
to the border and gold-tone chains interwoven to the 
centre. Signed Chanel. Measuring 85 by 85cms.  £80-120

68

CHANEL - an ‘Au Pays de Cocagne’ scarf. The black 
background with camellia fl owers, ‘CC’ and ‘Chanel’ logos 
across in white with coloured accents. Measuring 90 by 
90cms. £80-120
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69

CHANEL - a chain belt. The gold-tone chain, interwoven 
with black leather to the gold-tone Chanel coin station, 
three further interwoven chains, to the gold-tone Chanel 
coin terminals. Length 86cms. £90-140

70

CHANEL - a belt. The fancy-link rope-twist chain to the 
rectangular buckle, the central ‘CC’ logo applied over a 
black leather mount with rope-twist frame. Signed Chanel. 
Length 75cms. £100-150

71

CHANEL - a belt. The front designed as a rectangular 
panel, with pink-gem ‘Coco’ motif, to the connecting and 
curb-link two-row chain. Signed Chanel. Length 93cms. 
£120-180

72

CHANEL - a belt. The front designed as a series of 
three circular-shape black leather panels, with overlaid 
Chanel logo and curb-link and black leather swags, to 
the similarly designed back chain. Signed Chanel. Length 
90cms. £80-120

73

CHANEL - a belt. Designed as a series of curb links, 
with hook and imitation coin terminals. May be worn as a 
necklace. Signed Chanel. Length 78cms. £120-180

74

CHANEL - a chain belt. Designed with interwoven red 
leather, to the lobster-claw clasp and hook fastening 
suspending a circular CC disc. Length 97cms. £150-200

75 #

CHANEL - a pair of sunglasses. Designed as opaque lilac 
plastic frames, with silver-tone arms and pink-lilac ear 
pieces. Signed Chanel. Width 14.4cms. With maker’s case, 
box, pouch and booklet. £80-120
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76 |

CHLOÉ - a Python Large Paraty Bliss shoulder bag. The 
tan leather and pale tan python slouch style bag with 
brass hardwear, clips to each side to allow expansion 
and opening via a zip to reveal brown fabric lining and an 
internal zip pocket with leather trim. Measuring 19 by 32 
by 48cms. £440-640

77

CHLOÉ - a leather Edith handbag. Designed with a 
pebbled leather exterior in chestnut brown with pale beige 
stitched detail, featuring a front patch pocket, dual rolled 
leather top handles, zip fastenings and fi ve protective 
base feet. Measuring 15 by 26 by 43cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and care card. £150-200

78

CHLOÉ - a black leather Paddington shoulder bag.  
Featuring a soft black pebbled calfskin leather exterior, 
silver-tone hardware, dual leather handles, maker’s 
signature lock and double top zip fastening. Measuring 20 
by 36 by 47cms. With maker’s dust bag and authenticity 
card. £280-380

79

JIMMY CHOO - a Catherine handbag. Designed with a 
smooth tan leather exterior with pebbled black patent 
leather accents, dual fl at leather handles, a quilted front 
fl ap pocket with logo engraved sliding lock, top zip 
fastening and suede lined interior with engraved name 
plaque. Measuring 14 by 21 by 33cms. With maker’s dust 
bag and authentication card. £200-300

80

JIMMY CHOO - a black leather Sky studded fringe hobo 
bag. Crafted from soft black leather, featuring rows of 
short leather fringing to the front with silver-tone stud 
embellishments, engraved logo plaque to one side, 
detachable shoulder strap with plaited detail and a 
detachable woven bangle, top zip fastening and beige 
suede interior lining. Measuring 10 by 25 by 30cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £70-100

81 #

JIMMY CHOO - three pairs of ladies heeled shoes. To 
include a pair of beige leather stiletto heels with crossover 
ankle strap buckle fastenings, together with two pairs 
of slip-on heels of the same design. All sizes 37.5. With 
maker’s dust bags and boxes. £90-140

Chloé

Jimmy Choo
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82

COACH - a leopard print nylon crossbody bag. Featuring 
a front zip pocket with circular name plaque, adjustable 
crossbody strap and top zip fastening. Measuring 25 by 
26.5cms. £40-60

83 |

COACH - a snakeskin leather shoulder bag. Designed with 
a glossy beige snakeskin patterned exterior, gold-tone 
hardware, dual leather top handles, large front buckle 
feature fastening and three main interior compartments. 
Measuring 7.5 by 26 by 30cms. With maker’s dust bag.  
£60-90

84 |

COACH - a pink faux snakeskin wallet. With pink enamel 
logo badge to the front, wraparound zip fastening and 
pink interior lining with multiple compartments. Measuring 
10 by 20cms. £60-90

85 #

COACH - a fur felt fedora hat. The coney fur felt in beige 
to the crown and coral-colour to the brim, with brown 
band and maker’s logo embossed hatpin. Size S / 57cms. 
With associated box. £50-80

86

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a Street Chic hobo bag and mirror. 
The handbag, designed with a leopard printed pony hair 
exterior, tan leather handle, gold-tone hardware, top zip 
closure, and a leather strap with magnetic front fastening 
featuring a pierced logo plaque, together with a small 
black compact mirror. Bag measures 6 by 20 by 26cms. 
£50-80

87

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a beige Diorissimo saddle bag. 
Featuring maker’s Diroissimo logo canvas exterior in tonal 
brown, beige smooth leather trim, fl at shoulder strap with 
gold-tone monogram hardware, top fl ap closure with 
Velcro fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 6 
by 19 by 25cms. £70-100

Coach Christian Dior
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88 

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a Diorissimo handbag. Designed with 
a structured baguette shape, featuring maker’s Diorissimo 
canvas exterior in beige tones and tan leather top fl ap 
closure and trim, single leather strap with canvas shoulder 
patch, polished gold-tone hardware, magnetic snap 
fastening and one interior slip pocket. Measuring 4.5 by 
11.5 by 24cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120

89

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a blue Diorissimo saddle bag. 
Featuring maker’s Diroissimo logo canvas exterior in blue 
tones, navy blue smooth leather trim with contrasting 
yellow stitching, fl at shoulder strap with gold-tone 
monogram hardware, top fl ap closure with Velcro 
fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 6 by 19 
by 24cms. £80-120

90

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a denim braided handbag. Featuring 
a central braided panel, front zip accents, accordion 
expandable sides, fl ap closure with a magnetic snap and 
clip fastening, single adjustable shoulder strap with braid 
detail and polished silver-tone hardware. Measuring 3 by 
18 by 30.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £50-80

91

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a black leather braided handbag. 
Featuring braided lace details to the sides, centre fl ap and 
top handle, front zip accents, strap clip closure and top 
zip fastening. Measuring 7 by 24 by 32.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £60-90

92

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a Diorissimo double saddle bag. 
Featuring maker’s Diorissimo logo canvas exterior in blue 
tones, navy blue smooth leather trim with contrasting 
yellow stitching, fl at shoulder strap with gold-tone 
monogram hardware, top fl ap closure with Velcro 
fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 6 by 18 
by 29.5cms. £90-140

93

ESCADA - a suede tan jacket, tweed jacket, couture 
navy suit. The suede jacket of light tan, in a box shape, 
with waist belt attached through loops, together with a 
woven black collarless jacket, with black velvet piping 
and metallic and multi-coloured thread woven through 
and a further black and white skirt suit. Sizes 40 and 44. 
£100-150

Escada  
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94

FENDI - a Zucca Chef shoulder bag. Featuring maker’s 
signature tobacco brown zucca print canvas exterior, 
yellow and black ribbed coated leather trim, single fl at 
shoulder strap, top fl ap closure with magnetic snap 
button fastening and a detachable pierced logo medallion. 
Measuring 8 by 23 by 38cms. With maker’s dust bag and 
product card. £150-200

95

FENDI - a red and black Zucchino Monogram canvas 
bag. The baguette shape shoulder bag with black leather 
shoulder strap, silver-tone hardware, black piping, the zip 
opening to a red lined interior. Signed Fendi. Measuring 11 
by 25cms. With unassociated dust bag. £40-60

96

FENDI - a white leather Doctor B Frame bag. Featuring a 
white pleated leather exterior and contrasting brown trim, 
a structured top frame with magnetic fastenings, double 
rolled leather handles, aged brass hardware and side belt 
details. Measuring 15 by 32 by 56cms. £90-140

97

FENDI - a Rainbow Zucca Roll tote bag. The cream 
coated canvas exterior, featuring maker’s multicoloured 
zucca print logo pattern, dual thin leather handles with 
wide grey topstitch detail, removable engraved leather 
logo tag, top zip fastening and a zip pouch attached to the 
cream canvas interior. Measuring 13 by 26.5 by 46cms. 
With maker’s dust bag and care card. £150-200

98

FENDI - a Zucca Hobo shoulder bag. Designed with 
maker’s classic tobacco brown zucca canvas exterior and 
brown leather trim, front slip pocket, single adjustable 
shoulder strap with buckle details and a magnetic snap 
fastening featuring maker’s signature FF cutout logo 
plaque. Measuring 4 by 23 by 29cms. £60-90

99

FENDI - a yellow Mama baguette handbag. Designed 
with a soft yellow leather exterior, maker’s silver-tone 
logo buckle with lime green enamel and a magnetic snap 
fastening, adjustable fl at leather handle with buckle details 
at either end and lime green satin lined interior. Measuring 
4 by 13 by 25.5cms. £60-90

Fendi
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100

FENDI - a beige and brown coated Zucchino canvas bag. 
The box-shape bag in coated canvas with leather lined 
double top handles, fl ap fastening with maker’s signature 
logo buckle clasp, opening to brown lining with an internal 
pocket. Measuring 11 by 11 by 20.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £60-90

101 #

FENDI - a pair of heeled clog sandals and a matching 
wallet. The sandals, featuring a wooden sole and high 
heels, zucca canvas crossover vamp with maker’s 
medallion embellishments, together with a zucca canvas 
and brown leather long wallet. Shoe size 41. Length of 
wallet 19cms. Both with maker’s dust bags, boxes and one 
shopping bag. £80-120

102 

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a box bag. Featuring 
a black crossgrain leather exterior, rigid looping top 
handle, polished gold-tone hardware, maker’s signature 
Gancini front clip fastening and four protective base feet. 
Measuring 10 by 20 by 26cms. £150-200

103

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a Vara tote handbag. 
Designed with a tan crocodile embossed leather exterior, 
grosgrain ribbon details, dual top handles, gold-tone 
engraved front name plaque, magnetic snap fastenings 
and one interior side pocket. Measuring 12 by 29 by 
35cms. £120-180

104

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a metallic Maris shoulder 
bag. Designed with a metallic leather exterior, polished 
silver-tone hardware, dual rolled leather shoulder straps, 
maker’s signature Gancini fl ap-lock closure and top zip 
fastening with a brown fabric lined interior. Measuring 26 
by 45cms. With maker’s dust bag. £120-180

105

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a Vara tote handbag. 
Designed with a black lizard embossed exterior, grosgrain 
ribbon details, dual top handles, gold-tone engraved front 
name plaque, magnetic snap fastenings and one interior 
side pocket. Measuring 12 by 29 by 35cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and care card. £120-180

Salvatore Ferragamo
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106

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a shoulder bag. Designed 
with a purple leather exterior, featuring double rolled thin 
leather handles, wicker Gancini buckle embellishments, 
zip top fastening and beige textile lined interior. Measuring 
6 by 22 by 36cms. £80-120

107

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a shoulder bag. Designed 
with a cream woven exterior with contrasting teal leather 
accents, dual rolled leather handles, front pocket with 
wicker Gancini buckle magnetic closure, gunmetal 
hardware, top zip fastening and logo lined interior. 
Measuring 12 by 19 by 40cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£120-180

108

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a metallic leather Gancini 
handbag. Designed with a silver metallic leather exterior, 
gathered leather detail around the top edges, two small 
braided top handles with Gancini buckle details at either 
side, maker’s signature Ganicini woven front emblem with 
engraved name plaque and a top zip fastening with logo 
fabric lined interior. Measuring 13 by 27 by 35cm. With 
maker’s dust bag and care card. £100-150

109

DOLCE & GABBANA - a leather handbag. Featuring a 
brown leather front with logo stitched detail, a beige 
textured back, dual handles and top zip fastening. 
Measuring 11 by 22 by 33cms. £50-80

110

DOLCE & GABBANA - a leather Lily zip satchel. Designed 
with a smooth black leather exterior, featuring double 
rolled leather top handles, detachable crossbody canvas 
strap, gunmetal hardware, multi-zip top fastenings and a 
triple-compartment interior. Measuring 25 by 30 by 50cms. 
£100-150

111

DOLCE & GABBANA - a leather and tartan holdall.  The 
tartan wool bag in black and red, with mid-brown leather 
trim and handles, a dark brown webbing shoulder strap 
and brass hardwear. Measuring 42 by 48cms. £80-120

Dolce & Gabbana
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112

GUCCI by Tom Ford - a velvet Jackie shoulder bag. 
Featuring a dark mauve velvet exterior smooth black 
leather trim, gunmetal hardware, single fl at leather handle 
with buckle detail, piston-lock fastening and one interior 
zip pocket. Measuring 3.5 by 21 by 32cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £80-120

113

GUCCI - a large metallic Jackie shoulder bag. Featuring 
a metallic turquoise canvas exterior with central signature 
web stripe, smooth gold leather trim, pale gold-tone 
hardware, single fl at leather handle with buckle detail, 
piston-lock fastening and one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 3.5 by 22.5 by 32.5cms. £60-90

114

GUCCI - a beige Jackie shoulder bag. Designed with a 
beige suede exterior with yellow and brown central web 
stripe, smooth beige leather trim, polished gunmetal 
hardware, single fl at leather handle with buckle detail and 
a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 3.5 by 21 by 32.5cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £50-80

115

GUCCI - a mini Jackie bag. Designed with a black faux 
fur exterior, black satin trim and interior lining, single 
adjustable handle with buckle detail, polished gunmetal 
hardware and a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 3.5 by 
16 by 21.5cms. With maker’s dust bag.  £70-100

116

GUCCI - a Jackie shoulder bag. Designed with a camel 
coloured suede exterior with smooth leather trim, maker’s 
signature canvas central web strip, single top leather 
handle with buckle detail, gunmetal hardware, piston-lock 
front fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 5.5 
by 26.5 by 36cms. £50-80

117

GUCCI - a Jackie shoulder bag. Designed with a navy 
blue canvas exterior with brown smooth leather trim and 
maker’s signature central web stripe, featuring a single 
fl at top leather handle with buckle detail and a piston-lock 
front fastening. Measuring 4 by 21.5 by 32.5cms. £60-90

Gucci
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118

GUCCI - a small Bardot shoulder bag. Featuring maker’s 
signature monogram canvas exterior with smooth tan 
leather trim brushed gunmetal hardware, double rolled 
leather top handles and a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 
6 by 19.5 by 25.5cms. £100-150

119

GUCCI - an Abbey handbag. Designed with maker’s 
classic GG monogram canvas exterior and textured tan 
leather trim, single rolled leather handle, pale gold-tone 
hardware, engraved D-ring front detail, top zip fastening 
and one small interior side pocket. Measuring 8 by 13 by 
27cms. With maker’s dust bag. £60-90

120

GUCCI - a GG Jackie handbag. Featuring maker’s GG 
monogram canvas with smooth navy blue leather trim, 
engraved pale gold-tone hardware, leather strap closure 
and piston-lock fastening, single leather handle with 
buckle detail and one interior side pocket. Measuring 3 by 
21.5 by 31.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £100-150

121

GUCCI - a shoulder bag. Designed with maker’s 
monogram canvas exterior with smooth leather trim, 
gunmetal hardware, top fl ap closure and piston-lock 
fastening, single leather handle with buckle detail and one 
interior side pocket. Measuring 3 by 16 by 26.5cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £50-80

122

GUCCI - a Monogram canvas belt bag. With maker’s 
classic GG monogram canvas exterior, designed with two 
main front compartments, a smooth brown leather fl ap 
pocket and a zip pocket on an adjustable brown canvas 
belt with silver-tone hardware. Measuring 2.5 by 16 by 
30cms. £80-120

123

GUCCI - a GG small Bardot bag. Designed with maker’s 
classic GG canvas exterior and smooth brown leather 
trim, dual rolled leather top handles, engraved gunmetal 
hardware and a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 7 by 20 
by 26cms. £70-100
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124

GUCCI - a pink leather small Bardot shoulder bag. 
Featuring a grained pink leather exterior, polished 
silver-tone hardware, double rolled leather top handles 
and a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 8 by 25 by 31cms. 
£100-150

125 |

GUCCI - an ivory GG mini tote. Designed with an open top 
and maker’s GG monogram canvas exterior in ivory, with 
cream leather trim, dual fl at leather top handles and brown 
interior lining. Measuring 10 by 17.5 by 24.5cms. With 
maker’s dust bag and care card. £120-180

126

GUCCI - a small metallic Jackie handbag. Featuring a 
metallic turquoise canvas exterior with central signature 
web stripe and smooth gold leather trim, pale gold-tone 
hardware, single fl at leather handle with buckle detail, 
piston-lock fastening and one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 3.5 by 17.5 by 26.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£70-100

127

GUCCI - an Abbey D-ring hobo bag. Designed with a GG 
canvas exterior and pale gold metallic leather trim, single 
rolled leather top handle, engraved D-ring details, top zip 
fastening, red, green and while striped fabric interior and 
one inner side pocket. Measuring 5 by 32 by 36.5cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £100-150

128

GUCCI - a small Bardot leather shoulder bag. Designed 
with a pale grey textured leather exterior and pale gold-
tone hardware, dual rolled leather top handles, piston-lock 
front fastening and a single interior side pocket. Measuring 
10 by 26 by 31.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £90-140

129

GUCCI - a silver Monogram Web belt bag. With maker’s 
GG monogram canvas exterior in silver and glazed 
silver calfskin leather trim, featuring two main front 
compartments and one rear pocket on an adjustable web 
canvas belt strap with polished silver-tone hardware. 
Measuring 2.5 by 16 by 30cms. £120-180
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130

GUCCI - a large Zebra Jackie O Bouvier hobo bag. 
Featuring a cream canvas exterior with central red and 
green web stripe and black velvet zebra print overlay, 
black leather trim with contrasting white stitching, single 
leather handle with side buckle detail and a front clip 
fastening. Measuring 34 by 43cms. £180-260

131

GUCCI - a black patent Romy shoulder bag. Featuring a 
black patent leather exterior with high polished silver-tone 
accents, detachable shoulder strap, top fl ap closure 
with large front buckle feature and magnetic snap button 
fastening. Measuring 5 by 25 by 34cms. With maker’s 
product booklet and care card. £80-120

132

GUCCI - a GG web handbag. Featuring maker’s 
monogram navy blue canvas exterior with smooth 
matching blue leather trim, central beige and blue web 
stripe, polished gunmetal hardware, leather strap closure 
with clip fastening, fl at leather handle with buckle detail 
and one interior side pocket. Measuring 21 by 34cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £80-120

133

GUCCI - a black leather Jackie handbag. Designed with a 
smooth black leather exterior, gunmetal hardware, leather 
strap closure and engraved piston-lock fastening, single 
fl at leather handle with buckle detail and one interior side 
pocket. Measuring 4.5 by 26.5 by 38.5cms. £90-140

134 

GUCCI - a black leather shoulder bag. Featuring a black 
pebbled leather exterior, top fl ap closure with magnetic 
snap button fastening and a multiple rolled leather twisted 
top handle with gold tone accents. Measuring 7 by 15 by 
31cms. With maker’s dust bag, care card and shopping 
bag. £150-200

135

GUCCI - a black Jackie shoulder bag. Featuring a black 
nylon exterior with pebbled black leather trim, polished 
silver-tone hardware, single fl at leather handle with buckle 
detail, piston-lock fastening and one interior side pocket. 
Measuring 3.5 by 20 by 32cms. £70-100
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136 

GUCCI - a black leather bamboo handle tote. Crafted from 
black pebbled leather, featuring dual bamboo top handles 
in black, zip fastening and black suede lining with one 
interior side pocket. Measuring 10 by 29.5 by 38cms. With 
maker’s dust bag and care card. £100-150

137 

GUCCI - a Monogram bamboo Bullet satchel. Designed 
with a structured cylindrical shape, featuring maker’s 
classic GG canvas exterior with cream pebbled leather 
trim, brushed brass-tone hardware, dual leather handles, 
top fl ap closure with bamboo bar detail, front clip 
fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 13.5 by 
17 by 32cms. £120-180

138 | 

GUCCI - a Sukey python skin handbag. Featuring a brown 
python skin exterior with smooth brown leather trim, rolled 
leather top handles, polished pale gold-tone hardware, 
detachable logo charm, magnetic button fastening and 
logo fabric lined interior. Measuring 17 by 30 by 34cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £300-400

139

GUCCI - a tan leather bamboo backpack. Featuring top 
fl ap closure with a leather draw string fastening, dual 
adjustable shoulder straps, small front patch pocket 
with bamboo turn-lock and curved bamboo top handle. 
Measuring 7 by 21 by 23cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£120-180

140 |

GUCCI - a Python Leather Greenwich hobo bag. Designed 
with soft grained taupe leather and python skin exterior, 
single leather handle featuring maker’s signature stirrup 
inspired hardware and top zip closure. Measuring 20 by 38 
by 46cms. With maker’s care card and dust bag. £400-600

141 

GUCCI - a leather bamboo Bullet satchel. Designed with 
a structured cylindrical shape, featuring a textured tan 
leather exterior, brushed gold-tone hardware, dual leather 
handles, top fl ap closure with bamboo bar detail and stud 
embellishments, front clip fastening and one interior zip 
pocket. Measuring 13.5 by 17 by 32cms. £120-180
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142

GUCCI - a Monogram Eclipse shoulder bag. Featuring 
maker’s monogram canvas exterior and brown pebbled 
leather trim, wide front pocket, dual thin leather handles, 
large polished silver-tone eyelets with maker’s name 
engraved and a magnetic snap button fastening. 
Measuring 7 by 23.5 by 39.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£120-180

143

GUCCI - a Jackie handbag. Featuring maker’s GG 
canvas exterior, distressed pebbled tan leather trim, pale 
gold-tone hardware, leather strap closure and engraved 
piston-lock fastening, single fl at leather handle with buckle 
detail and one interior side pocket. Measuring 4.5 by 30 by 
40cms. With maker’s dust bag. £120-180

144

GUCCI - a tan leather handbag. Designed with grained 
tan leather exterior, front zip accents, top fl ap closure with 
leather strap and snap button fastening, gold-tone chain 
and fl at leather handle. Measuring 5 by 16 by 30cms. 
£70-100

145

GUCCI - a Monogram Web belt bag. With maker’s classic 
GG monogram canvas exterior, designed with two main 
compartments, a pebbled blue leather fl ap pocket and a 
zip pocket on an adjustable blue and orange web canvas 
belt with gunmetal hardware. Measuring 2.5 by 16 by 
30cms. With maker’s dust bag. £50-80

146

GUCCI - a GG Monogram canvas tote. Featuring maker’s 
GG canvas exterior and smooth brown leather base and 
trim, designed with an open top, braided leather cord 
handles and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 15 by 31 
by 31cms. With maker’s dust bag. £150-200

147

GUCCI - a shoulder bag. Featuring maker’s GG canvas 
exterior with brown leather trim, front patch pocket with 
maker’s small engraved name plaque, ribbed canvas 
shoulder strap, top zip fastening and one interior side 
pocket. Measuring 6 by 22 by 30cms. £90-140
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148

GUCCI - a black leather shoulder bag. Featuring a 
detachable leather shoulder strap, top fl ap closure with 
a magnetic snap button fastening and one interior side 
pocket. Measuring 13 by 32cms. £30-50

149

GUCCI - a Jackie shoulder bag. Designed with a black 
satin exterior, smooth black leather trim and interior lining, 
fl at handle with buckle side detail, polished gunmetal 
hardware and a front piston-lock fastening. Measuring 4 
by 22 by 32.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £60-90

150 |

GUCCI - a python skin bag. The envelope style design, 
featuring a python skin exterior, top fl ap closure with 
central tab fastening, rigid black imitation bamboo top 
handle, gold-tone hardware, engraved name plaque to 
the reverse and smooth brown leather interior lining. 
Measuring 14.5 by 29cms. £120-180

151

GUCCI - a shoulder bag. Featuring a black nylon exterior 
with textured black leather trim, polished silver-tone 
hardware, single leather top handle, fold-over top closure 
and a piston-lock front fastening. Measuring 5 by 18 by 
22cms. With maker’s dust bag. £70-100

152

GUCCI - a black shoulder bag. Designed with a crescent 
shape, GG monogram canvas exterior and smooth leather 
trim and side straps, gunmetal hardware, single fl at leather 
handle with buckle detail and a snap button fastening. 
Measuring 24 by 36cms. £100-150

153

GUCCI - a canvas waist pouch. With a black monogram 
canvas exterior and black pebbled leather trim, featuring 
a single fl ap pocket with an engraved gunmetal front 
clip fastening and an adjustable canvas belt strap with 
matching clip fastening. Measuring 5 by 13.5 by 18cms. 
£90-140
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154

GUCCI - a small Bardot shoulder bag. Featuring a cream 
canvas exterior with smooth black leather trim, double 
rolled leather top handles and a piston-lock fastening. 
Measuring 7 by 20 by 25.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£50-80

155

GUCCI - a small Bardot handbag. Featuring a canvas 
exterior with pebbled black leather trim, engraved 
polished gold-tone hardware, dual rolled leather top 
handles and a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 10 by 19 
by 31cms. With maker’s dust bag. £50-80

156

GUCCI by Tom Ford - a velvet Jackie shoulder bag. 
Featuring a purple velvet exterior, smooth black leather 
trim, polished gunmetal hardware, single fl at leather 
handle with buckle detail, piston-lock fastening and one 
interior zip pocket. Measuring 3.5 by 21 by 32cms. £40-60

157

GUCCI - a small plum leather shoulder bag. Designed with 
gunmetal hardware, small engraved logo plaque, single 
leather handle and top zip fastening. Measuring 4 by 13 by 
24.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £50-80

158

GUCCI - a black Monogram belt bag. Featuring a black 
GG monogram canvas exterior with black textured leather 
trim, designed with two main front compartments and a 
full-length rear zip pocket on an adjustable canvas belt 
strap with polished gunmetal hardware. Measuring 2.5 by 
16 by 30cms. £100-150

159

GUCCI - a black canvas Jackie shoulder bag. Featuring 
a black canvas exterior with smooth black leather trim, 
polished gunmetal hardware, single top leather handle 
with buckle detail and front piston-lock fastening. 
Measuring 3.5 by 20 by 32cms. £50-80
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160

GUCCI - a small Bardot handbag. Featuring large GG 
patterned pink canvas exterior with smooth beige leather 
trim, dual rolled leather top handles, engraved gunmetal 
hardware with a piston-lock fastening. Measuring 7.5 by 
15.5 by 26cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120

161 

GUCCI - an ivory Jackie shoulder bag. Featuring maker’s 
GG canvas exterior in ivory and cream with smooth cream 
leather trim, single top leather handle with buckle detail, 
a piston-lock front fastening and one interior side pocket. 
Measuring 3 by 21.5 by 32cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£70-100

162

GUCCI - a Princy Boston tote. Featuring a beige GG 
canvas exterior with metallic gold leather trim and bow 
detail, dual thin leather top handles, pale gold-tone 
hardware, double zip fastening and maker’s logo printed 
interior lining. Measuring 13 by 16 by 33cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £90-140

163

GUCCI - a GG canvas Bucket Tote bag. Designed with 
an open top, mint green GG canvas exterior and smooth 
white leather trim, double fl at leather top handles and one 
interior side pocket. Measuring 11 by 24 by 31cms. £40-60

164

GUCCI - an Abbey Pocket Tote handbag. Designed with 
maker’s GG monogram canvas exterior with tan leather 
trim, dual fl at leather top handles, one large front zip 
pocket and two patch pockets with engraved D-ring 
details. Measuring 9.5 by 25 by 33cms. £100-150

165

GUCCI - a Monogram Jolicoeur Charm messenger bag. 
Featuring maker’s GG monogram canvas exterior with 
metallic gold leather trim, pink and gold nylon web stripe 
detail to one side, long adjustable gold leather crossbody 
strap with maker’s hanging bell charms and a top zip 
fastening. Measuring 24 by 25.5cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £120-180
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166

GUCCI - a medium Abbey Tote shoulder bag. Featuring 
maker’s classic GG monogram canvas exterior with 
textured brown leather trim, pale gold-tone hardware to 
include an engraved D-ring and stud details, dual fl at 
leather handles and a snap button fastening. Measuring 
10.5 by 25 by 40cms. £120-180

167

GUCCI - an Abbey D-ring hobo bag. Designed with 
maker’s GG canvas exterior and brown leather trim, single 
rolled leather top handle, engraved D-ring details, top zip 
fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 4 by 23 
by 30cms. £90-140

168

GUCCI - a Web Tote bag. Designed with an open top, 
beige canvas exterior with maker’s signature central 
web stripe in red and green, dark brown smooth leather 
trim, dual rolled top handles and maker’s small engraved 
exterior name plaque. Measuring 12 by 33 by 38cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £120-180

169

GUCCI - a small Bardot bag. Designed with a beige 
canvas exterior with central web stripe in brown and 
yellow, smooth brown leather trim, gunmetal hardware, 
dual rolled leather top handles and a piston-lock front 
fastening. Measuring 7 by 20 by 26.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £90-140

170

GUCCI - a GG Charmy shoulder bag. Crafted in brown 
and beige GG canvas, featuring textured brown leather 
trim and top handles, engraved pale gold-tone hardware, 
a large front slip pocket, top zip fastening and brown 
interior lining. Measuring 7 by 24 by 39cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £150-200

171

GUCCI - a GG shoulder bag. Designed with maker’s 
classic GG monogram canvas exterior with brown leather 
trim and a perforated leather base, front slip pocket with 
magnetic closure, an adjustable nylon crossbody strap 
and top zip fastening. Measuring 28.5 by 31cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £120-180
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173

GUCCI - a medium Abbey Tote shoulder bag. Featuring 
maker’s classic GG monogram canvas exterior with 
textured brown leather trim, pale gold-tone hardware to 
include an engraved D-ring and stud details, dual fl at 
leather handles and a snap button fastening. Measuring 
10.5 by 25 by 40cms. £120-180

172

GUCCI - a GG canvas messenger bag. Featuring maker’s 
classic GG canvas exterior, brown pebbled leather trim, 
front and back slip pockets, adjustable crossbody strap 
and Velcro fastening. Measuring 24 by 25cms. £90-140

174

GUCCI - a GG canvas Buckle Tote handbag. Crafted in 
maker’s signature brown GG canvas with smooth brown 
leather trim, featuring an open top, double fl at leather 
handles, belted leather top strap and side details with 
gold-tone hardware accents. Measuring 10.5 by 34 by 
34cms. With maker’s care card. £150-200

175

GUCCI - a red GG Buckle Tote bag. Designed with an 
open top, featuring maker’s GG canvas exterior in red 
with textured red leather trim, dual top handles, belted 
leather top strap and side details with brushed gold-tone 
hardware. Measuring 10 by 23.5 by 26.5cms. £100-150

176

GUCCI - a GG canvas messenger bag. With maker’s GG 
canvas exterior and brown leather trim, embossed leather 
exterior name plaque, adjustable canvas shoulder strap, 
dipped top zip fastening and a brown fabric lined interior. 
Measuring 5.5 by 20 by 33cms. £120-180

177

GUCCI - a Horsebit Hobo bag. Designed with makers GG 
canvas exterior, single wide brown leather shoulder strap 
with large feature horsebit detail and top zip fastening. 
Measuring 8.5 by 28 by 36cms. £50-80
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178

GUCCI - a black Monogram belt bag. Featuring a black 
GG monogram canvas exterior, designed with two main 
compartments, a black textured leather fl ap pocket and 
a zip pocket on an adjustable canvas belt strap with 
polished gunmetal hardware. Measuring 2.5 by 16 by 
30cms. £100-150

179

GUCCI - a black nylon shoulder bag. Featuring one 
exterior zip pocket and top zip fastening, a single fl at 
shoulder strap with central leather detail and a small 
silver-tone engraved name plaque to the front of the bag. 
Measuring 12.5 by 24 by 24cms. £30-50

180

GUCCI - a small Bardot bag. Designed with a black 
canvas exterior with black leather trim, gunmetal 
hardware, dual rolled leather top handles, a piston-lock 
front fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 7 
by 20 by 26cms. £60-90

181

GUCCI - a black leather Jackie shoulder bag. Designed 
with a smooth black leather exterior, single fl at leather 
handle with side buckle detail, gunmetal hardware, piston-
lock fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 3.5 
by 21.5 by 32.5cms. £90-140

182

GUCCI - a black GG shoulder bag. Featuring maker’s 
large GG monogram canvas exterior, with front pocket, 
single top handle, zip fastening and one interior side 
pocket. Measuring 10 by 24 by 26cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £70-100

183

GUCCI - a black Jackie shoulder bag. Designed with a 
black GG canvas exterior with smooth black leather trim, 
silver-tone hardware, single fl at leather handle with buckle 
detail, piston-lock fastening and one interior side pocket. 
Measuring 3.5 by 20 by 32cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£40-60
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184

GUCCI - a GG canvas Jackie handbag. Featuring maker’s 
classic GG canvas exterior with central green and red 
signature web stripe, smooth dark brown leather trim, 
single fl at leather handle with buckle detail and piston-lock 
fastening. Measuring 3.5 by 20 by 32cms. £70-100

185

GUCCI - a Charmy shoulder bag. Designed with maker’s 
classic monogram canvas exterior with brown leather top 
handles and trim, engraved pale gold-tone hardware and 
a magnetic snap button fastening. Measuring 7.5 by 27 by 
36cms. With maker’s dust bag. £100-150

186

GUCCI - a small Bardot bag. Designed with a tan leather 
exterior, engraved gold-tone hardware, dual rolled leather 
top handles and a piston-lock front fastening. Measuring 7 
by 20 by 26.5cms. £120-180

187

GUCCI - a brown suede handbag. Designed with a rolled 
brown leather handle, top zip fastening with large leather 
pull strap, maker’s logo fabric lining with one interior side 
pocket. Measuring 10.5 by 25 by 25cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and care card. £30-50

188

GUCCI - a Horsebit bag. The beige monogram canvas 
with dark brown leather trim and brass horsebit detail to 
the front. Measuring 24 by 32cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£100-150

189 

GUCCI - an Anita bamboo handle bag. Featuring maker’s 
GG canvas exterior, pebbled tan leather trim with stud 
embellishments, curved rigid bamboo handle, top zip 
fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 7 by 19 
by 28cms. With maker’s dust bag. £120-180
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190

GUCCI - a Hasler bag. The beige GG canvas with cream 
leather overlay and horsebit detail, cream leather strap 
and trim and brown fabric lining with inner pocket. 
Measuring 25 by 34cms. £150-200

191

GUCCI - a tan leather shoulder bag. Crafted from textured 
tan leather, featuring an imitation bamboo top handle and 
gold-tone hardware with front clip fastening. Measuring 
21.5 by 33.5cms. With maker’s care card. £90-140

192

GUCCI - a Craft Diamante canvas tote bag. The beige 
canvas with purple diamante pattern, with cream leather 
trim, handles and removable inner leather pouch. 
Measuring 25 by 47cms. With maker’s dust bag. £240-340

193

GUCCI - an Abbey GG canvas shoulder bag. The pink 
GG canvas with cream leather trim and brass hardware. 
Measuring 13.5 by 26.5cms. With maker’s dust bag.  
£100-150

194

GUCCI - a messenger bag. Designed with a brown 
suede exterior, central GG monogram striped panel, 
smooth brown leather trim with stud embellishments, 
long adjustable crossbody strap and top zip fastening. 
Measuring 30 by 32cms. £70-100

195

GUCCI - an accessory pouch. Designed with maker’s 
classic GG canvas exterior and textured brown leather 
trim, engraved exterior D-ring to one top side, single 
leather handle and top zip fastening. Measuring 5 by 13 by 
23cms. £50-80
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196

GUCCI - a Continental wallet. Featuring maker’s classic 
GG canvas exterior with red leather trim, red and white 
signature web strap closure with maker’s engraved script 
logo plaque, snap fastening and a smooth red leather 
interior with multiple card slots and pockets. Measuring 
1.5 by 10 by 18cms. £60-90

197

GUCCI - two monogram long wallets. To include a black 
GG nylon wallet with a feature circular engraved logo 
plaque push-clip fastening, together with a metallic GG 
canvas wallet with gold leather trim and engraved D-ring 
detail. Lengths measure 18.5 by 19cms. £70-100

198 | 

HERMÈS - a 1950’s crocodile Piano handbag. Designed 
with a brown crocodile leather exterior, single rigid top 
handle, gold-tone hardware, top fl ap closure with dual 
square push-snap fastenings and smooth soft lambskin 
leather lined interior.  Measuring 5 by 17 by 25cms. 
£900-1,400

199

HERMÈS - a leather shoulder bag. Crafted from pebbled 
tan Epsom leather with contrasting white stitching, single 
adjustable shoulder strap with subtle ‘H’ stitched detail, 
top zip fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 
11 by 16 by 23cms. With maker’s dust bag. £300-400

200 # 

HERMÈS - an orange leather Toolbox 26 handbag. Crafted 
from soft orange pebbled leather, featuring dual rolled 
leather top handles, an optional shoulder strap, polished 
silver-tone hardware, turn-lock fastening, padlock with 
detachable clochette and keys and a smooth orange 
leather lined interior. Measuring 18.5 by 26 by 28cms. With 
associated box and care card. £2,500-3,000

201 

HERMÈS - a blue Clemence Evelyn shoulder bag. 
Crafted from blue textured clemence calfskin leather 
with contrasting white stitching, featuring a detachable 
canvas shoulder strap, large slip pocket to one side and a 
perforated logo emblem to the other, thin leather top strap 
with snap button fastening and a soft blue suede interior. 
Measuring 10 by 31 by 31cms. With maker’s care card. 
£800-1,200

Hermès
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202 

HERMÈS - a Cafe Togo Birkin 40 handbag. Featuring 
a cafe brown pebbled togo leather exterior, dual rolled 
handles, top fl ap and strap closure with polished 
gold-tone turn lock fastening, detachable clochette with 
padlock and key and four protective base feet. Measuring 
20 by 29 by 40cms. With maker’s dust bag. £5,400-7,400

203 

HERMÈS - a tan Swift Birkin 35 handbag. Featuring 
a tan, lightly grained swift leather exterior, dual rolled 
leather handles, top fl ap and strap closure with polished 
gold-tone turn lock fastening, detachable clochette with 
maker’s padlock and key and four protective base feet. 
Measuring 18.5 by 25 by 35cms. With maker’s dust bag 
and rain protection cover. £4,600-6,600

204 # 

HERMÈS - a blue Fjord Birkin 35 handbag. Featuring a 
blue pebbled fjord leather exterior, dual rolled handles, top 
fl ap and strap closure with polished gold-tone turn lock 
fastening, detachable clochette with padlock and key and 
four protective base feet. Measuring 18 by 25 by 35cms. 
With maker’s box. £5,000-7,000

205 

HERMÈS - an orange Clemence Birkin 35 handbag. 
Designed with an orange pebbled clemence leather 
exterior, dual rolled leather handles, top fl ap and strap 
closure with polished gold-tone turn lock fastening, 
maker’s padlock and key and four protective base feet. 
Measuring 18 by 25 by 35cms. £5,600-7,600

206 | 

HERMÈS - a natural tan ostrich leather Birkin 35 handbag. 
Crafted from rich tan ostrich leather, featuring dual 
rolled handles, top fl ap closure with polished gold-tone 
turn lock fastening, ostrich leather covered padlock, 
detachable clochette and key and four protective base 
feet. Measuring 18.5 by 25 by 35cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £6,800-8,800

207 

HERMÈS - a natural tan Fjord Birkin 40 handbag. 
Featuring a pebbled fjord leather exterior, dual rolled 
handles, top fl ap and strap closure with polished 
gold-tone turn lock fastening, detachable clochette with 
padlock and key and four protective base feet. Measuring 
20 by 29 by 40cms. With maker’s dust bag. £4,600-5,600
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208

HERMÈS - a toile 2-in-1 Herbag Sac bag. Designed as 
two bags in one, to include a black canvas frame and a 
beige toile frame and an interchangeable black leather 
top crest, with a crossbody black leather strap, leather 
drawstraps and engraved polished silver-tone hardware. 
Measuring 15 by 20cms. With maker’s dust bag. £240-340

209

HERMÈS - a Fourre Tout canvas tote. Crafted from 
burgundy canvas, featuring double vertical red and 
burgundy stripes and top handles, slip pockets to the front 
and back and snap button fastenings. Measuring 10 by 
31.5 by 42cms. £70-100

210

HERMÈS - a 2-in-1 Herbag Cabas GM tote bag. A 
versatile bag, designed as two bags in one, to include 
two beige canvas frames, in varying sizes, and an 
interchangeable tan leather top crest, with small leather 
top handle and a longer shoulder strap, side leather 
drawstraps, engraved polished silver-tone hardware, 
maker’s padlock and a detachable leather clochette 
and key. Measuring 24 by 31 by 52cms and 26 by 40 by 
53cms. With maker’s dust bag. £400-600

211

HERMÈS - a Fourre Tout Bassas canvas crossbody 
messenger bag. Crafted from navy blue cotton canvas 
with brown and blue striped detail, featuring a fl ap closure 
with snap button fastening, slip pockets to the front and 
back and an adjustable crossbody strap. Measuring 9 by 
29 by 40cms. £100-150

212

HERMÈS - a toile 2-in-1 Herbag Cabas PM tote. Designed 
as two bags in one, to include a black canvas frame and 
a beige toile frame and an interchangeable tan leather top 
crest, with dual leather handles, leather drawstraps and 
engraved polished silver-tone hardware. Measuring 14 by 
20 by 32cms. £240-340

213

HERMÈS - a small Fourre Tout canvas tote. Crafted 
from grey cotton canvas, featuring double grey and 
black stripes, top handles and snap button fastenings. 
Measuring 8 by 21.5 by 29.5cms. £40-60
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214

HERMÈS - a small canvas Herline Pochette bag. Designed 
with an open top, crafted from grey and black woven 
canvas with central ‘H’ patterned stripe and a thin 
crossbody strap. Measuring 16.5 by 19cms. £70-100

215

HERMÈS - a Fourre Tout Bassas canvas crossbody 
messenger bag. Crafted from khaki green and navy blue 
cotton canvas, featuring a top fl ap closure with snap 
button fastening, slip pockets to the front and back and 
an adjustable crossbody strap. Measuring 8 by 28.5 by 
40cms. £60-90

216 

HERMÈS - a Sako shoulder bag. Designed with a 
beige toile canvas exterior with smooth tan leather trim, 
thin canvas strap closure with push-clip fastening, an 
adjustable length shoulder strap and two interior side 
pockets. Measuring 10 by 30 by 30cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £340-440

217

HERMÈS - a black canvas and leather Garden Party tote. 
The large black canvas tote with black leather handles, a 
press-stud fastening and one large opening. Measuring 25 
by 36 by 51cms. £540-640

218

HERMÈS - a small canvas Herline Pochette bag. Designed 
with an open top, crafted from brown and black woven 
canvas with central ‘H’ patterned stripe and a thin 
crossbody strap. Measuring 16.5 by 19cms. £80-120

219

HERMÈS - a Fourre Tout canvas tote. Crafted from navy 
blue canvas, designed with an open top, double blue 
and grey vertical stripes and top handles, three front slip 
pockets and one interior side pocket. Measuring 7.5 by 30 
by 37cms. £50-80
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220

HERMÈS - a Fourre Tout bag. The navy and canvas bag 
with external fl at pockets, navy and black stripe webbing 
handles, a press-stud fastening and opening to a large 
internal zip pocket. Measuring 30.5 by 42cms. £100-150

221

HERMÈS - a toile 2-in-1 Herbag Cabas tote bag. A 
versatile bag, designed as two bags in one with two 
sturdy black toile canvas tote frames, differing in size, 
and an interchangeable black leather top crest, with dual 
leather handles, leather drawstraps and engraved brushed 
silver-tone hardware. Measuring 14.5 by 32 by 40.5cms 
and 14.5 by 21 by 40.5cms. £280-380

222 

HERMÈS - a canvas Saxo bucket bag. Designed with a 
cream and navy blue woven canvas exterior, featuring 
four exterior fl at pockets, a navy blue canvas handle with 
signature engraved snap button closure and a navy blue 
cotton twill fabric lined interior with a single zip pocket. 
Measuring 21 by 21 by 26cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£120-180

223

HERMÈS - a Herline Pochette bag. The fl at, rectangular 
grey textured fabric bag, with overlaid ‘H’ tape through 
the centre to both sides, unfastened opening and thin 
crossbody strap. Measuring 16.7 by 19.7cms. £80-120

224

HERMÈS - a Fourre Tout canvas tote. Crafted from navy 
blue cotton canvas, featuring double navy and brown  
stripes and top handles, slip pockets to the front and back 
and snap button fastenings. Measuring 10 by 31.5 by 
42cms. £50-80

225

HERMÈS - two Epsom Vision agenda covers. To include a 
blue leather example with yellow contrasting stitching and 
yellow leather lined interior and a smaller red example, 
both with leather loop pen hold fastenings and interior slip 
pockets. Lengths measure 13.5 by 17cms. £100-150
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226

HERMÈS - a leather cardholder. The cardholder of folder 
design with a central four ring binder holding a single dark 
green leather panel with various card compartments, to 
the textured black leather outer, together with a dust bag. 
Labelled Hermès, Paris, made in France. Measuring 17.5 
by 23cms. With associated dust bag. £30-50

227

HERMÈS - an agenda cover. Of green leather with two 
internal pockets and metal hooks located to the spine. 
Measuring 9.7 by 13.3cms.   £90-140

228

HERMÈS - an address book and a leather folder. The 
square-shape address book with textured leather outer 
cover, with the front pages to hold business cards and 
alphabetical back pages, together with a plain black 
leather folder with one inside pocket. Both labelled 
Hermès, Paris, Made in France. Lengths 15.5 and 18cms. 
With a maker’s bag. £60-90

229 #

HERMÈS - a key ring. Designed as a tan leather pear 
with green leather leaf to the silver tone chain. Stamped 
Hermès. Length 13cms. With makers case. £70-100

230

HERMÈS - a pair of shoes. The trainer style shoes in a 
chestnut brown leather with beige laces to the rubber 
soles. Labelled Hermès Paris, made in Italy. Size 45.5. 
With maker’s dust bag. £90-140

231 

HERMÈS - a cap. The beige wool crown with half band 
in tan leather, attached with gold Hermès press-studs to 
each end, to the brown leather peak and brown Hermès 
lining. Signed Hermès. Size 58. £40-60

232

HERMÈS - a bowtie and a tie. The bowtie is designed 
as black silk with embroidered blue detail depicting 
equestrian related images, together with a cream and 
green fl eck linen tie. Both labelled Hermès made in France. 
First labelled 100% silk, second 100% linen. Lengths 84.5 
and 148cms. £60-90

233 #

HERMÈS - two plain cotton ties. The fi rst in a khaki green, 
the second in a light beige. Ties labelled Hermès, made in 
France. First labelled 100% cotton, second labelled 70% 
cotton, 30% soie. With associated maker’s box. £60-90

234

HERMÈS - three towels. To include a large beach towel 
featuring two seated leopards, a further beach towel 
depicting two leopards amongst fl owers and foliage, both 
with orange to the reverse, together with a further orange 
bath towel. Labels for Hermès. Lengths 139, 152 and 
172cms. £50-80
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235

HERMÈS - three wool tops. All of long sleeved shirt 
design, two in beige and one in a beige and light blue 
check. Labelled size 39 and 40. Two labelled made in 
France, one labelled made in Italy. Two labelled 90% 
cashemere, 10% silk. £70-100

236

HERMÈS - a pair of leather trousers and a pair of velvet 
trousers. The leather trousers are straight leg cut with 
two buttoned back pockets and two side pockets 
together with a pair of velvet trousers of similar design. 
First labelled Hermès, lambskin, size 42, made in France. 
Second labelled Hermès, 100% cotton, made in Italy. 
£90-140

237

HERMÈS - a reversible logo buckle belt. Designed with 
smooth black calfskin leather to one side and tan leather 
to the other, featuring maker’s reversible classic gold-tone 
‘H’ buckle. Length measures 94cms. £120-180

238

HERMÈS - a pair of leather Boulette stitched ‘H’ gloves. 
Crafted from soft brown lambskin leather, featuring 
maker’s stitched ‘H’ logo detail on top, open stitched slit 
to the underside wrists and black silk inner lining with 
maker’s logo stamped within the right glove. Labelled 7 
1/2. £60-90

239

HERMÈS - a pair of lime green leather gloves. Crafted 
from soft lime green leather, featuring leather cross 
strap detail, and maker’s engraved gold-tone stud 
embellishments. Labelled size S/7 and measure 8 by 
22.5cms. £100-150

240

HERMÈS - a pair of red suede gloves. Featuring gold-tone 
logo engraved press-stud embellishments around the 
wrist edge and a removable black wool inner lining. 
Labelled size 7 1/2. £100-150
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241 #

HERMÈS - a wool scarf. The blue-grey scarf with large ‘H’ 
to the centre in smooth texture and herringbone weave 
to the remainder of the scarf. Measuring 155 by 220cms. 
With maker’s box. £180-260

242

HERMÈS - a cashmere pashmina. The black pashmina 
with tassel ends. Labelled Hermès, made in Italy, 100% 
cashmere. Measures 201 by 28cms (including tassels).
£90-140

243

HERMÈS - a wool silk blend ‘Facinnee Grand H’ scarf. In 
a  light blue colour, featuring a tonal ‘H’ print throughout. 
Measuring 70 by 180cms. £80-120

244

HERMÈS - a ‘Les Tuileries’ scarf. Designed by Joachim 
Metz, the background of cream colour with gold scrolling 
designs and a central statue of Mercury riding a winged 
horse. Measuring 90 by 90cms.  £120-180

245

HERMÈS - a ‘H’ print scarf. With a grey background and 
maker’s ‘H’ printed motif in dark tonal colours. Measuring 
64 by 64cms. £50-80

246

HERMÈS - an ‘Ex-libres en Kimonos’ scarf. Designed by 
Anamorphee, the abstract coloured designs including 
typical Japanese clouds, a peacock and a letter ‘H’, to the 
rolled turquoise edge. Measuring 90 by 90cms. £90-140

247

HERMÈS - a ‘Les Chevalier D’or’ scarf. Designed by 
Vladimir Rybaltchenko, the red background with ancient 
gold-coloured jewellery arranged across it. Measuring 42 
by 42cms. £40-60

248

HERMÈS - an ‘Au Pays de Cocagne’ scarf.  Designed by 
Zoe Pauwels, the orange border with fruit and leaf detail, 
surrounding a scene of walled towns, rivers and sail boats. 
Measuring 90 by 90cms. £70-100

249

HERMÈS - a ‘Belles Amures’ silk scarf. The central circle 
depicting four lighthouses with compass points around 
and ships to the circles in each corner and to the spaces 
between. Measuring 90 by 90cms. £100-150
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250

HERMÈS - a ‘Les Bois de Boulogne’ scarf. Designed 
by Hugo Grygkar, the pale blue border with Bois de 
Boulogne landmarks named around it, surrounding a white 
background with grey and black silhouettes of ladies and 
gentlemen horse-riding and walking and a central crest 
with swans. Measuring 88 by 88cms. £100-150

251

HERMÈS - a ‘L’hiver’ scarf. Designed by Ledoux, the 
dark green border surrounding a winter scene in the 
country, with horses and dogs on a hunt, children playing 
with snowballs and a village scene to the background. 
Measuring 90 by 90cms. £80-120

252

HERMÈS - an ‘Astres et Soleils’ scarf. Designed by Annie 
Faivre, depicting Mayan and Aztec characters in feathered 
headdresses, against brightly coloured ancient buildings, 
with an orange border. Measuring 90 by 90cms. £70-100

253

HERMÈS - a ‘Les Cléfs’ scarf. Designed by Caty Latham, 
the dark brown border to the cream background depicting 
a circle of ornate keys, interwoven with plaited rope. 
Measuring 90 by 90cms.  £60-90

254

HERMÈS - an ‘Aux Champs’ scarf. Designed by Cathy 
Latham, the gold-coloured border surrounding concentric 
wood and metal structures, to the central horseshoe 
shape and wild fl owers. Measuring 90 by 90cms. £60-90

255 #

HERMÈS - a cream ‘La Danse’ silk scarf. Designed by 
Jean-Louis Clerc, featuring dancing ballerinas surrounded 
by musical instruments and ribbons with beige, pink and 
green accents. Sticker to box lid. Measuring 90 by 90cms. 
With maker’s box, brown logo ribbon and care card. 
£120-180

256 #

HERMÈS - a ‘La Promenade De Longchamps’ silk 
scarf. Designed by Philippe Ledoux, featuring a circular 
arrangement of horse and carriages in white and beige 
tones. Sticker to box lid. Measuring 90 by 90cms. With 
maker’s box, brown logo ribbon and care card.  £120-180
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257 #

HERMÈS - a pink sheer silk logo scarf. Subtlety featuring 
maker’s circular logo in a variety of sizes. Measuring 60 by 
170cms. With maker’s box. £80-120

258 #

HERMÈS - a ‘Splendeur Des Maharajas’ silk scarf. 
Designed by Catherine Baschet, featuring an historic 
Asian Indian scene in red, yellow and blue. Measuring 90 
by 90cms. With maker’s box.  £120-180

259 #

HERMÈS - a pink ‘Kosmima’ silk scarf. Designed by Julie 
Abadie, featuring a chain and coin motif in cream, beige 
and pink tones. Damage to box lid from sticker. Measuring 
90 by 90cms. With maker’s box, brown logo ribbon. 
£120-180

260 #

HERMÈS - a ‘Le Roy Soleil’ scarf. Designed by Annie 
Faivre, the white background featuring a black outlined 
mythological motif. Measuring 90 by 90cms. With maker’s 
box. £80-120

261 #

HERMÈS - a ‘Pierres d’Orient et d’Occident’ scarf.  
Designed by Zoe Pauwels, with red background and blue 
border, the centre depicting tropical birds and fruit, pearls 
and fans. Measuring 90 by 90cms. With maker’s box. 
£100-150

262 #

HERMÈS - a ‘Les Amazones’ scarf. Designed by Philippe 
Dumas, the blue border surrounding images of ladies and 
gentlemen on horseback, amongst trees, with central 
Hermès, Paris. Measuring 90 by 90cms. With maker’s box. 
£100-150
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263 |

ANYA HINDMARCH - a black Ziggy Python satchel. 
Designed with python skin exterior, double top handles, 
gold-tone hardware, four protective feet, double top 
zip fastening with signature tassel detail and front fl ap 
pocket with metallic trim, contrasting python skin panel 
and imitation tortoiseshell clasp. Measuring 14 by 22 by 
35cms. £150-200

264

ANYA HINDMARCH - a Nevis patent leather shopper. 
Designed with an open top, featuring a black glossy 
patent leather exterior with cracked bronze leather 
trim, two front patch pockets and one rear slip pocket, 
double leather top handles, suede lined interior and four 
protective base feet. Measuring 14.5 by 31 by 31cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £100-150

265

ANYA HINDMARCH - a Belvedere red tote. Designed with 
a red leather striped and soft grey suede exterior, pale 
gold-tone hardware, maker’s front logo plaque, double top 
fl at leather handles, detachable striped canvas shoulder 
strap and magnetic top fastening. Bag measures 30 by 33 
by 33cms. £180-260

266

MARC JACOBS - a large Stam handbag. Featuring 
a black quilted leather exterior with front zip pocket, 
polished gold-tone hardware, double rolled leather 
handles, large detachable chain shoulder strap, hinged 
top frame with oversized kiss-lock fastening and grey 
fabric lined interior. Measuring 20 by 34 by 36cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £200-300

267

MIU MIU - a cream patent handbag. The cream crocodile 
embossed patent leather exterior with short handles, zip 
pockets to both sides and maker’s gold-tone logo to the 
top, the press stud fastening opening to an internal zip 
pocket and dark brown fabric lining. Measuring 32 by 
45cms. With maker’s dust bag. £150-200

268

MIU MIU - a handbag. Featuring an olive green suede 
exterior with maker’s name embossed to the lower front, 
with dark brown leather trim, leather bow details at either 
side, a structured leather handle, top zip fastening and 
one interior zip pocket. Measuring 5 by 16 by 26cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £100-150

269

MIU MIU - a black leather shoulder bag. Designed with 
a soft creased black leather exterior, large front ruched 
pocket, engraved silver-tone hardware, dual rolled 
leather handles, top fl ap closure featuring maker’s name, 
magnetic snap button fastening and cerise lined interior. 
Measuring 16 by 28 by 54cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£150-200

Anya Hindmarch

Marc Jacobs

Miu Miu
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270 # 

MONT BLANC - a Meisterstuck Hommage A Frederic 
Chopin fountain pen. The black barrel and lid pen with 
silver-tone clip and accents and an engraved nib, with 
‘Hommage a Frederic Chopin’ presentation box and 
Chopin CD. Signed Montblanc. £80-120

271 # 

MONT BLANC - a Starwalker fountain pen. The banded 
black barrel with similarly textured metal lid with clear 
dome with white star logo. Signed Montblanc. With 
maker’s case. £60-90

272 # 

MONT BLANC - a Le Grande Rose Meisterstuck fountain 
pen. The black barrel and lid with rose-gold tone accents 
and clip, to the domed lid with white star logo. Signed 
Montblanc. With maker’s case. £70-100

273 #

MONT BLANC - a Le Grande Meisterstuck rollerball pen. 
The black barrel and lid, with gold-tone clip and details, 
with white star logo to the top of the lid. With maker’s 
case. £60-90

274 #

MONT BLANC - a classic Meisterstuck rollerball pen. The 
black barrel and lid with gold-tone trim and clip, with the 
maker’s white star logo to the domed end. With maker’s 
case. £50-80

275 #

MONT BLANC - a Le Grande ballpoint pen. The black 
pen with silver-tone nib and clip, and domed end cap with 
white star logo. With maker’s case. £60-90

276 #

MONT BLANC - a Starwalker fountain pen and pencil. 
Both with black barrels and caps, silver nibs and clips, 
with clear logo domes to the end cap to the pencil and 
the lid to the pen. Signed Montblanc. With maker’s cases. 
£150-200

277 #

MONT BLANC - a Starwalker fountain pen and 
Meisterstuck pencil. Both in black with silver-tone clips, 
the Starwalker pen with oxidised banding to the end. With 
maker’s cases. £150-200

278 #

MONT BLANC - a Le Grande Rose Meisterstuck ballpoint 
pen and classic Rose ballpoint pen. Both in black with 
rose tone metal accents. With maker’s cases. £100-150

Mont Blanc
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279 #

MONT BLANC - a classic Meisterstuck rollerball pen and 
ball point pen. Both black with gold-tone accents, to the 
domed end cap with white star logo, one retractable, the 
other with matching lid. Signed Montblanc. With maker’s 
cases. £100-150

280 #

MONT BLANC - two Starwalker fi ne liner pens.  The fi rst 
with black barrel and black lid, the clear end with the 
maker’s white star emblem and oxidised accents, together 
with another of similar design. With maker’s cases. 
£100-150

281

MONT BLANC - a pair of cuffl inks. The gold-tone bars 
to the lozenge shape clear resin heads, each with the 
white mountain-top logo within, to the black background. 
Lengths 2.3cms. £50-80

282 #

MONT BLANC - a wallet and keyring. The wallet designed 
in black leather, with six card pockets and two note 
compartments, with enamel Montblanc logo stud to the 
exterior, together with a keyring, designed as a cylinder 
with black and white metal sections. Wallet measuring 
8.5 by 11.3cms, keyring measuring 7.5cms. With maker’s 
cases. £40-60

283

MULBERRY - a black Antony messenger bag. Designed 
with a black pebbled leather exterior, adjustable canvas 
crossbody strap, top fl ap closure with maker’s signature 
Postman’s Lock fastening and a front patch pocket. 
Measuring 6 by 27 by 30cms. £150-200

284

MULBERRY - a black Long Locked leather purse. 
Crafted in black leather, with top fl ap closure and maker’s 
signature Postman’s Lock fastening and multiple interior 
card slots and compartments. Measuring 2 by 11 by 
19cms. £80-120

Mulberry  
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285

MULBERRY - an oak Antony messenger bag. Designed 
with a tan pebbled leather exterior, adjustable canvas 
crossbody strap, top fl ap closure with maker’s signature 
Postman’s Lock fastening and a front patch pocket. 
Measuring 6 by 27 by 30cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£180-260

286

MULBERRY - an oak Long Locked leather purse. Crafted 
in tan leather, with top fl ap closure, maker’s signature 
Postman’s Lock fastening and multiple interior card slots 
and compartments. Measuring 2 by 11 by 19cms. £80-120

287 

MULBERRY - a Bayswater Loopy Leopard patent leather 
bag. Featuring an exclusive leopard print patent leather 
exterior in pink and purple, dual top handles, engraved 
gold-tone hardware, maker’s classic Postman’s Lock front 
fastening and a grey suede lined interior. Measuring 15 by 
25 by 36cms. With maker’s dust bag. £500-700

288 #

MULBERRY - two pairs of boots. To include denim wrap 
ankle boots with a D-ring fastening and tapered wooden 
heel, together with a pair of knee-high grey leather Deck 
Shoe Boots with front bow cord feature. Sizes 39 and 
40. Second with maker’s box, dust bag and care card. 
£80-120

289

PRADA - a nylon shoulder bag. Designed with an open 
top, a navy blue nylon exterior with maker’s signature 
name plaque to the exterior front and interior side, double 
thin shoulder straps and maker’s jacquard logo lining with 
two interior zip pockets. Measuring 10 by 35 by 43cms. 
£70-100

290 |

PRADA - a Tessuto Patch Catena shoulder bag. Designed 
with a pink nylon exterior with reptile skin trim, polished 
silver-tone hardware, two small front patch pockets, 
chain and python skin top handle, central buckled strap, 
magnetic snap button fastening and maker’s classic 
jacquard logo fabric interior. Measuring 7 by 10 by 24cms. 
With maker’s dust bag, care card and authenticity card. 
£100-150

291

PRADA - a nylon shoulder bag. Designed with an open 
top, a khaki green nylon exterior with maker’s name 
plaque to the front and interior side, double thin shoulder 
straps and maker’s jacquard logo lining with two interior 
zip pockets. Measuring 10 by 35 by 43cms. £60-90

Prada
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292 # 

PRADA - a small satin evening bag and a pair of slip-on 
heels. The purple satin evening bag, featuring a thin 
adjustable grosgrain ribbon handle, detailed leather 
fl ower arrangement to one side and a push-clip fastening, 
together with a pair of slip-on heels with a similar single 
fl ower detail to the side vamp. Shoes labelled size 37.5. 
Length of bag measures 27.5cms. With maker’s box, dust 
bag and shopping bag. £100-150

293 # | 

PRADA - three pairs of slingback heeled shoes. To include 
a striped grey leather example with pointed toe and 
stiletto heel, together with two matching dyed snakeskin 
examples, a pastel blue pair and and a pastel pink pair. 
Sizes 37.5 and 38. All with maker’s boxes. £100-150

294

SMYTHSON - a Mara Housekeeper’s purse. Featuring a 
dark berry coloured calf leather exterior, enamelled square 
clasp with gold-tone metal surround and multiple interior 
compartments. Measuring 2.5 by 11 by 20cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £90-140

295 | 

TOD’S - a black python skin clutch. Designed with a 
structure frame, polished gold-tone hardware, logo 
engraved top clip fastening, large fancy link top handle, 
interior satin lining and one small slip pocket featuring 
maker’s engraved name plaque. Measuring 5 by 11 by 
23cms. With unassociated dust bag. £200-300

296 |

TOD’S - a lizard skin clutch. Featuring a plum lizard skin 
exterior with antiqued brass-tone fancy front clip feature, 
magnetic snap button fastening and an optional shoulder 
strap. Measuring 3 by 16 by 27cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £200-300

297 |

TOD’S - a satin and lizard skin clutch. Featuring a black 
satin exterior with polished silver-tone accents, black 
lizard skin trim and an embellished crystal fancy front clip 
feature with a magnetic snap button fastening. Measuring 
3 by 16 by 27cms. With maker’s dust bag. £150-200

Smythson

Tod’s
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298

TRUSSARDI - a black Hishine shoulder bag. Designed 
with a rigid structured shape, featuring a black glossy 
coated leather exterior with maker’s name embossed 
to one side, single fl at handle with engraved silver-tone 
hardware, top zip fastening with one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 8 by 32.5 by 33cms.  £40-60

299 | 

ROGER VIVIER - a grey python skin Metro bag. Featuring 
a grey python skin exterior, polished gunmetal hardware, 
rectangular chain link and python leather shoulder strap, 
top fl ap closure with a magnetic snap button fastening 
and a smooth black leather lined interior. Measuring 18 by 
35.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £200-300

300 

GIANNI VERSACE - a leather box bag. Designed with a 
rigid box shape, smooth navy blue leather exterior with 
top fl ap closure and magnetic snap button fastening 
with maker’s iconic embossed Medusas logo with Greek 
Key patterned surround, single leather shoulder strap 
with metal chain link detail and fi ve protective base feet. 
Measuring 6 by 18 by 20.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£50-80

301

VERSACE - a large shoulder bag. Featuring a black 
jacquard Greek Key logo exterior, black patent leather trim 
and silver leather accents, dual top handles, silver-tone 
hardware and a magnetic snap button fastening with 
engraved Medusa logo detail. Measuring 15 by 25 by 
44.5cms. With maker’s dust bag and shopping bag. 
£220-320

302

VERSACE - three silk scarves. To include a sheer pink 
logo scarf, a sheer black and white Barocco fl ower 
patterned scarf, together with vibrant purple and blue 
fl oral patterned example. With maker’s cases. £60-90

303

VERSACE - three silk scarves. To include a purple and 
black ornamental leopard print scarf, a purple and blue 
sheer baroque border patterned scarf, together with 
a further vibrant patterned example. One with maker’s 
packaging. £60-90

Trussardi

Roger Vivier

Versace
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304

BOTTEGA VENETA - a black leather Veneta hobo 
shoulder bag. Featuring a soft black leather exterior with 
leather stud details, a single top handle, braided trim, zip 
fastening and a beige suede interior lining. Measuring 31 
by 47cms. £300-400

305

BOTTEGA VENETA - a Nappa Intrecciato handbag. 
Designed in dark brown nappa calfskin leather, with 
maker’s signature woven intrecciato pattern, braided 
leather top handles, dual zip fastening and  a cream 
suede lined interior. Measuring 15.5 by 18 by 31cms. With 
maker’s care card and unassociated dust bag. £100-150

306

BOTTEGA VENETA - a Nappa Intrecciato Medium Veneta 
hobo bag. Crafted from soft tan nappa calfskin leather, 
with maker’s signature woven intrecciato pattern and 
braided leather trim, soft fl at handle, top zip fastening and 
beige suede lined interior. Measuring 31 by 41cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £150-200

307

BOTTEGA VENETA - a cream Nappa Intrecciato Sloane 
hobo bag. Featuring a wide woven shoulder strap with 
ring detail at either end, a fold-over fl ap closure with 
hidden magnetic fastening and a soft suede interior lining. 
Measuring 16 by 30 by 35cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£400-600

308 

BOTTEGA VENETA - a Nappa Intrecciato handbag. 
Designed in black nappa calfskin leather with maker’s 
signature tightly woven intrecciato pattern, double side 
strap handles, a magnetic top fastening and a beige 
suede lined interior, together with maker’s interior hand 
mirror. Measuring 14 by 24 by 34cms. With maker’s care 
card and dust bag. £280-380

309

BOTTEGA VENETA - a Nappa Intrecciato Maxi Veneta 
hobo bag. Designed in dark brown calfskin leather with 
maker’s signature tightly woven intrecciato pattern and 
braided leather trim, soft fl at handle, top zip fastening and 
brown suede lined interior. Measuring 40 by 53cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £300-400

Bottega Veneta
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310

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall 60 luggage bag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural leather trim, rolled leather top handles, 
detachable leather ID tag, gold-tone hardware, double top 
zip fastening and maker’s padlock and key. Measuring 26 
by 30 by 60cms. £300-400

311

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Pegase suitcase. 
Designed with maker’s signature monogram coated 
canvas exterior with natural tan leather trim, featuring 
front stamped leather corner detail and a large slit pocket, 
retractable pulley handle and optional leather top and side 
handles, wraparound double front zip fastening, canvas 
lined interior with multiple zip pockets and a wheeled 
base. Measuring 15 by 38 by 51cms. £400-600

312

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 70 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s 
classic monogram coated canvas exterior with logo 
stamped trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable 
leather ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock 
central fastening with keys and two latches at either side, 
washable interior lining and a removable interior tray 
with support straps. Measuring 21.5 by 46.5 by 70cms. 
£1,600-2,200

313

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Sac Athletisme athletics 
bag. Designed with a cylindrical shape, with monogram 
coated canvas exterior and vachetta cowhide leather 
trim, rolled leather top handles and a detachable nylon 
crossbody strap, gold-tone hardware, detachable leather 
ID tag, a zip pocket at one end and a full-length zip 
fastening. Measuring 30 by 30 by 73cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £800-1,200

314

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Sirius 50 luggage bag. 
Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with vachetta leather trim, gold-tone hardware, two 
rolled leather top handles, detachable ID tag and double 
wraparound zip fastenings. With maker’s lock, defi cient of 
key. Measuring 16 by 37.5 by 50cms. £340-440

315

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alize travel bag. 
Designed with two main compartments, featuring maker’s 
monogram coated canvas exterior, reinforced with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, detachable ID tag, rolled 
leather top handles, detachable shoulder strap and a 
double wraparound zip fastening. Measuring 19 by 42 by 
54.5cms. £300-400

Louis Vuitton
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316

LOUIS VUITTON - a Mini Looping bag. Featuring maker’s 
monogram coated canvas exterior, a reinforced vachetta 
leather looping handle, top fl ap closure with magnetic 
snap fastening, brown textile lining and one interior zip 
pocket. Measuring 8.5 by 15 by 28cms. With unassociated 
dust bag. £200-300

317

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Sharon Stone AMFAR 
Vanity handbag. Designed by Sharon Stone, featuring 
maker’s classic monogram coated canvas exterior, natural 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, single fl at adjustable 
leather handle, top zip fastening, maker’s padlock and red 
interior microfi bre lining. Measuring 13 by 17.5 by 30cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £300-400

318 | 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Etoile Exotique handbag. 
Designed with a monogram diamond quilted canvas 
exterior, plum coloured python skin accents such as dual 
top handles, detachable shoulder strap and base pads, 
polished gold-tone hardware, large front pocket with 
a tiger eye turn-lock, top snap hook fastening, ostrich 
leather interior trim and brown alcantara microfi ber lining. 
Measuring 10 by 26 by 34cms. With maker’s care booklet. 
£2,000-2,500

319

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Croissant MM shoulder 
bag. The crescent shaped bag, featuring maker’s 
monogram coated canvas exterior and natural vachetta 
cowhide leather piping, adjustable fl at leather shoulder 
strap with buckle detail, top zip fastening and alcantara 
interior lining. Measuring 3 by 20 by 32cms. £150-200

320

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Hudson shoulder bag. 
Featuring maker’s signature monogram coated canvas 
exterior with natural vachetta leather trim, gold-tone 
hardware, shoulder strap with buckle details, two outer 
patch pockets, top fl ap closure with buckle fastening 
and cream alcantara interior lining. Measuring 8 by 18 by 
29cms. With maker’s dust bag. £260-360

321

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Viva Cite PM shoulder 
bag. Featuring maker’s classic monogram canvas with 
vachetta cowhide leather piping and long adjustable 
crossbody strap, large front feature fl ap pocket, top zip 
fastening and red alcantara lining. Measuring 9 by 13 by 
18cms. With associated dust bag. £180-260
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322  

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alma bag. Designed with 
a monogram coated canvas exterior, smooth vachetta 
cowhide leather base and trim, double rolled leather top 
handles and double wraparound zip fastening. Padlock 
defi cient. Measuring 16 by 23 by 31cms. £240-340

323

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall 50 luggage bag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural leather trim, rolled leather top handles, 
detachable leather ID tag, gold-tone hardware double top 
zip fastening, and maker’s padlock and key. Measuring 22 
by 28 by 50cms. £300-400

324

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Montsouris backpack. 
Designed with maker’s signature monogram coated 
canvas exterior with smooth vachetta cowhide leather 
base and trim, adjustable leather shoulder straps, single 
front zip pocket and drawstring closure with top fl ap and 
buckle fastening. Measuring 12 by 25 by 28cms. £150-200

325

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Pochette Accessoires 
handbag. Crafted from maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exterior, with top zip fastening, detachable vachetta 
leather strap and brown textile interior lining. Measuring 4 
by 13 by 21cms. £100-150

326

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Bosphore waist pouch. 
Designed with maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
and smooth natural tan leather trim, front fl ap closure with 
zip pocket, adjustable nylon waist strap and wraparound 
zip fastening. Measuring 3 by 15 by 15cms. £200-300

327

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Pochette Florentine waist 
bag. Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas with 
natural tan leather piping, top fl ap closure and magnetic 
snap button fastening, rear loops attach to a thin leather 
belt with three adjustable snap fastenings. Measuring 4 by 
10 by 16cms. £120-180
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328

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall 45 luggage bag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and tan leather trim, rolled leather top handles, 
gold-tone hardware and double top zip fastening. 
Measuring 20 by 26 by 45cms. £200-300

329

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Trocadero shoulder bag. 
Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural tan leather trim, from slip pocket, adjustable 
leather strap with shoulder patch and top zip fastening. 
Measuring 8 by 18 by 29cms. £60-90

330 

LOUIS VUITTON - an Ellipse handbag. Designed with a 
structured curved shape, featuring maker’s monogram 
coated canvas exterior, gold-tone hardware, tan leather 
piping and rolled top handles, double wraparound zip 
fastening with padlock and key and one small interior 
patch pocket. Measuring 16 by 30 by 40cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £150-200

331

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Deauville Cosmetics 
handbag. Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exterior with natural vachetta leather trim, featuring a 
large front slip pocket, dual rolled leather top handles, 
detachable leather ID tag, double wraparound zip 
fastening and a washable interior fabric lining with several 
pockets and elastic straps. Heat stamped initials to ID tag. 
Measuring 13 by 25 by 35cms. £240-340

332

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Saumur 35 shoulder bag. 
Crafted in maker’s signature monogram canvas, with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, including an adjustable 
shoulder strap and multiple belt straps, featuring two main 
compartments with top fl ap closures and single buckle 
front and back fastenings. Measuring 22 by 25 by 35cms. 
£240-340

333

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Croissant MM shoulder 
bag. Designed with a crescent shape, featuring maker’s 
classic monogram coated canvas exterior with vachetta 
cowhide leather piping and adjustable shoulder strap, top 
zip fastening and red alcantara interior lining. Measuring 3 
by 20 by 31cms. £200-300
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334

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Cite MM shoulder bag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior with vachetta cowhide leather trim, front zip 
pocket, dual fl at leather handles, top zip fastening and 
brown cross-grain interior leather lining. Heat stamped 
initials to handle. Measuring 11 by 16.5 by 26cms. 
£260-360

335

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Mustette Tango 
messenger bag. Featuring maker’s signature monogram 
coated canvas exterior with tan leather trim, single 
adjustable strap, top fl ap closure with magnetic snap 
button fastening and alcantara interior lining with a single 
inner patch pocket. Measuring 20 by 26cms. £150-200

336

LOUIS VUIITTON - a Monogram Solonge shoulder bag. 
Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural tan leather trim, top fl ap closure with buckle 
fastening, long adjustable leather shoulder strap, rear slip 
pocket and brown fabric lined interior. Measuring 8 by 15 
by 26.5cms. £280-380

337

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall 55 luggage bag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural leather trim, rolled leather top handles, 
gold-tone hardware, detachable leather ID tag, maker’s 
padlock and key and double top zip fastening. Measuring 
25 by 30 by 55cms. £300-400

338

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Saumur 35 shoulder bag. 
Crafted in maker’s signature monogram canvas, with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, including an adjustable 
shoulder strap and multiple belt straps, featuring two main 
compartments with top fl ap closures and single buckle 
front and back fastenings. Measuring 22 by 25 by 35cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £220-320

339

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Ellipse GM shoulder bag. 
Designed with a curved structured shape, monogram 
coated canvas exterior with vachetta leather trim, front zip 
pocket, long fl at shoulder straps and a double wraparound 
zip fastening with maker’s padlock and key. Measuring 12 
by 34.5 by 45cms. With maker’s dust bag. £340-440
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340

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Deauville Cosmetics 
handbag. Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exterior with natural vachetta leather trim, featuring a large 
front slip pocket, dual top handles, detachable leather 
ID tag, double wraparound zip fastening and a washable 
interior fabric lining with several pockets and elastic 
straps. Measuring 13 by 25 by 35cms. £300-400

341

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Saumur 35 shoulder bag. 
Crafted in maker’s signature monogram canvas, with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, including an adjustable 
shoulder strap and multiple belt straps, featuring two main 
compartments with top fl ap closures and single buckle 
front and back fastenings. Measuring 22 by 28 by 35cms. 
£240-340

342

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram GM Bucket bag. Designed 
with a cylindrical shape and an open top, featuring 
maker’s signature monogram coated canvas exterior 
with vachetta tan leather trim, adjustable shoulder straps 
with buckle details and cream Vuittonite synthetic interior 
lining. Pouch defi cient. Measuring 20 by 27 by 37cms. 
£220-320

343

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Pochette Accessoires 
bag. Crafted from maker’s classic monogram coated 
canvas exterior, with top zip fastening, a detachable 
vachetta leather strap, together with an additional strap 
and brown textile interior lining. Measuring 4 by 13 by 
21cms. £80-120

344

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Saint Cloud shoulder 
bag. Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with vachetta tan leather trim, long adjustable shoulder 
strap, top fl ap closure with engraved metal loop detail, a 
push-clip fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 
6 by 17 by 19.5cms. £150-200

345

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall Bandouliere 60 
luggage bag. Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated 
canvas exterior and natural leather trim, rolled leather 
top handles, detachable crossbody strap with shoulder 
patch, gold-tone hardware, double top zip fastening and a 
detachable leather ID tag. Measuring 26 by 33 by 60cms. 
£380-480
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346

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Packall PM travel bag. 
Designed with maker’s signature monogram coated 
canvas exterior with natural tan leather piping, single 
top leather handle, one exterior zip pocket and double 
zip wraparound fastening with padlock and key, brown 
canvas interior with a small interior side pocket and elastic 
garment straps with hook clasp. Measuring 16.5 by 36 by 
44cms. £300-400

347

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alize travel bag. Designed 
with three main compartments, featuring maker’s 
monogram coated canvas exterior, reinforced with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, detachable ID tag, rolled 
leather top handles, detachable shoulder strap and double 
wraparound zip fastenings. Measuring 25.5 by 41 by 
56cms. £400-600

348

LOUIS VUITTON - a Sac Souple 55 travel bag. Featuring 
maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior and natural 
leather trim, dual fl at leather top handles, gold-tone 
hardware, detachable leather ID tag and double top zip 
fastening. With maker’s lock, defi cient of key. Measuring 
25 by 30 by 55cms. £220-320

349

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Evasion travel bag. 
Featuring a monogram coated canvas exterior with 
natural tan leather trim, double rolled leather top handles 
with a detachable leather ID tag, one front zip shoe 
compartment, dual wraparound zip fastening with two 
padlocks and keys and a beige washable interior lining. 
Measuring 23 by 44.5 by 50cms. £400-600

350

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Musette Salsa GM 
shoulder bag. Designed with maker’s monogram 
coated canvas exterior, natural vachetta leather piping 
and adjustable long crossbody strap, top fl ap closure, 
alcantara interior lining and one inner patch pocket. 
Measuring 31 by 33cms. £150-200

351

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Saumur 35 shoulder bag. 
Crafted in maker’s signature monogram canvas, with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, including an adjustable 
shoulder strap and multiple belt straps, featuring two main 
compartments with top fl ap closures and single buckle 
front and back fastenings. Measuring 22 by 25 by 35cms. 
£240-340
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352

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Musette Salsa messenger 
bag. With monogram coated canvas exterior, natural 
vachetta leather piping and adjustable crossbody strap, 
top fl ap closure with a magnetic snap fastening and 
alcantara interior lining with one patch pocket. Measuring 
21.5 by 23cms. With maker’s dust bag. £200-300

353

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Montsouris backpack. 
Designed with maker’s signature monogram coated 
canvas exterior with smooth vachetta cowhide leather 
base and trim, adjustable leather shoulder straps, single 
front zip pocket and drawstring closure with top fl ap and 
buckle fastening. Measuring 12 by 25 by 28cms. £200-300

354

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Sac shopping tote. 
Designed with a tapered trapeze shape, featuring maker’s 
classic monogram coated canvas exterior with natural tan 
leather trim, dual fl at leather handles, an open top with 
one interior zip pocket. Measuring 14.5 by 33 by 40.5cms. 
£340-440

355

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Trouville handbag. 
Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural vachetta leather trim, featuring a large front 
slip pocket, dual rolled leather top handles, double 
wraparound zip fastening and a washable interior fabric 
lining with four interior side pockets. Measuring 10.5 by 22 
by 28cms. £200-300

356

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Mustette Tango 
messenger bag. Featuring maker’s signature monogram 
coated canvas exterior with tan leather trim, single 
adjustable strap, top fl ap closure with magnetic snap 
button fastening and alcantara interior lining with a single 
inner patch pocket. Measuring 20 by 26cms. £150-200

357

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Elysee clutch wallet. 
Crafted from maker’s classic monogram coated canvas, 
featuring a front fl ap closure with a vachetta cowhide 
leather and polished gold-tone push clasp and a tan 
leather interior with a central dividing zip pocket. 
Measuring 2.5 by 11.5 by 19.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£180-260
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358

LOUIS VUITTON - a purse and a pen case. Both crafted 
from maker’s monogram coated canvas, the purse 
designed with snap button front and back fastenings, an 
expandable coin compartment and multiple card slots, 
together with a pen case, featuring a top fl ap closure and 
cream alcantara interior lining. Lengths measure 10 and 
17cms. £80-120

359

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Pochette Cles purse and 
a key case. Both with maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exteriors, the purse designed with chain and key clip to 
the inside and brass-tone zip, together with a rectangular 
key case with fl ap, press stud closure and four interior key 
hooks. Lengths measure 10.5 by 11.5cms. £70-100

360 #

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram phone hardcase. 
The slim rigid case designed with maker’s monogram 
coated canvas exterior and soft microfi bre interior lining. 
Measuring 8 by 13.5cms. With maker’s dust bag and box. 
£50-80

361 

LOUIS VUITTON - an Eliza shoulder bag. Designed 
with black and multicoloured monogram coated canvas 
exterior, tan vachetta leather trim, front fl ap pocket with 
buckle detail, single fl at leather handle, top zip fastening 
and an alcantara lined interior. Measuring 10 by 15 by 
27cms. £100-150

362 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Multicolore Monogram Aurelia 
MM shoulder bag. Designed with a white multicoloured 
monogram canvas exterior with natural tan leather trim, a 
front fl ap pocket with buckle closure, leather strap details 
to the front and back, dual fl at leather handles, gold-tone 
hardware, open top with hook fastening and red alcantara 
interior lining. Measuring 12 by 24 by 38cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £460-560

363 #

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Multicolore Zippy wallet. 
The white coated fabric with multi-colour Monogram 
pattern, opening to reveal a pink interior with a zip pocket 
and multiple card pockets. Measuring 11 by 19.5cms. 
With maker’s dust bag and box. £150-200

364

LOUIS VUITTON - a denim Pleaty handbag. Featuring 
a monogram stonewashed denim exterior and natural 
cowhide leather trim, dual rolled leather top handles, 
gold-tone hardware, press-lock fastening and a bright 
mango microfi bre interior lining. Measuring 5 by 16 by 
28cms. With maker’s care card dust bag and shopping 
bag. £200-300
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365  

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Vernis Pomme D’Amour 
Rosewood Avenue shoulder bag. Featuring a red patent 
leather logo embossed exterior, natural cowhide leather 
adjustable top handles with buckle details at each end, 
top zip fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 
13.5 by 16.5 by 32.5cms. With maker’s dust bag and care 
card. £200-300

366

LOUIS VUITTON - a limited edition Robert Wilson Fluo 
Rose Monogram Vernis Reade PM tote. Featuring a 
fl uorescent pink embossed monogram patent leather 
exterior with a fl uorescent orange leather abstract logo 
design, dual fl at natural tan leather handles and an open 
top with pink textile interior lining. Measuring 10 by 18 by 
22cms. £150-200

367  

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Vernis Alma handbag. 
Designed with a monogram embossed vernis patent 
leather exterior in purple with smooth patent leather 
trim, rolled leather top handles, gold-tone hardware, 
maker’s padlock, detachable clochette with keys, double 
wraparound zip fastening and a purple fabric lined interior. 
Measuring 17 by 27 by 35cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£600-800

368  

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Vernis Carmine bag. Designed 
with a rigid rectangular shape in black vernis patent 
leather, with maker’s damier embossed pattern, featuring 
an engraved front name plaque, adjustable shoulder strap, 
magnetic snap button fastening and a smooth black 
leather interior. Measuring 5 by 17 by 22cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and shopping bag. £220-320

369  

LOUIS VUITTON - a Terre Damier Geant Canvas 
Aventurier Polaire travel bag. Designed with a semi-rigid 
shape, khaki coloured large damier canvas exterior with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, dual rolled leather top 
handles, two exterior side pockets, to include one shoe 
compartment, double wraparound top zip fastening, 
detachable leather ID tag, maker’s padlock and keys and 
four protective rubber base feet. Measuring 25 by 35 by 
45cms. £400-600

370  

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Azur Neverfull tote handbag. 
Designed as a trapeze shape, damier coated canvas 
exterior in azur, white and blue, smooth vachetta tan 
leather trim, dual slim leather handles, adjustable leather 
side laces, top clip fastening and a cream canvas lined 
interior with maker’s archive details. Measuring 17 by 29 
by 32cms. £440-540
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371 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Marais bucket bag. Designed 
with an open top, damier coated canvas exterior with 
brown leather trim, dual adjustable fl at leather handles 
with buckle details, red alcantara lining, two interior zip 
pockets and a small matching removable interior pouch. 
Measuring 16 by 23 by 24cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£240-340

372

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Keepall Bandouliere 55 travel 
bag. Featuring maker’s classic damier check coated 
canvas exterior and smooth brown leather trim, dual rolled 
leather top handles, maker’s padlock and key, detachable 
crossbody strap with shoulder patch, gold-tone hardware 
and double top zip fastening. Measuring 25 by 30 by 
55cms. £800-1,200

373 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Recoleta shoulder bag. 
Designed with maker’s classic damier check canvas 
exterior in ebene, smooth brown leather trim, single fl at 
handle, top fl ap closure with a magnetic snap button 
fastening and red microfi bre interior lining. Measuring 7 by 
11 by 25cms. With maker’s dust bag. £180-260

374

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Trotter shoulder bag. 
Designed with a damier check canvas exterior, featuring 
a dark brown smooth leather base and long adjustable 
crossbody strap, top zip fastening and a textile interior 
lining. Measuring 7 by 12.5 by 25.5cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £200-300

375

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Marais bucket bag and 
pouch. Designed with an open top, damier coated canvas 
exterior with brown leather trim, adjustable fl at leather 
handles with buckle details, red alcantara lining, two 
interior zip pockets and a small matching removable 
interior pouch. Measuring 16 by 23 by 24cms. £300-400

376

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Agenda diary. Designed 
with maker’s damier check ebene exterior, press stud 
fastening, brown cross-grain leather interior withy an 
address book insert and ruler. Measuring 10 by 14.5cms. 
£50-80
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377

LOUIS VUITTON - a yellow Epi Saint Jacques GM 
handbag. Designed with a structured fan shape in 
maker’s textured yellow epi leather with smooth leather 
trim, double fl at leather handles, top zip fastening and 
contrasting purple alcantara interior lining. Measuring 16.5 
by 30 by 44cms. £280-380

378 

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Speedy 25 handbag. Designed 
with a maker’s textured epi leather exterior in blue with 
smooth blue leather trim, patch pocket to one side, 
double rolled leather handles, top zip fastening and one 
interior side pocket. With maker’s padlock, defi cient of key. 
Measuring 15 by 18 by 25cms. £280-380

379 

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Petite Noe bicolour bucket bag. 
Crafted from maker’s signature textured epi leather in red 
with contrasting smooth black leather trim, leather cord 
drawstring closure, fl at leather adjustable shoulder strap 
and black alcantara interior lining. Measuring 19 by 25 by 
27cms. £280-380

380 

LOUIS VUITTON - a black Epi Gobelins backpack. 
Designed with a structured shape, constructed from 
maker’s textured black epi leather with smooth leather 
trim, front zip pocket, double adjustable leather shoulder 
straps, wraparound zip fastening and grey alcantara 
interior lining with one slip pocket. With maker’s padlock, 
defi cient of key. Measuring 14 by 31 by 34.5cms. 
£200-300

381

LOUIS VUITTON - a black Epi Saint Jacques shoulder 
bag. Designed with a structured fan shape in maker’s 
textured black epi leather with smooth leather trim, double 
fl at long leather handles, top zip fastening and grey 
alcantara interior lining. Measuring 10 by 24 by 38cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £240-340

382 

LOUIS VUITTON - a yellow Epi Saint Jacques PM 
handbag. Designed with a structured fan shape in 
maker’s textured yellow epi leather, with smooth leather 
trim, double fl at leather handles, top zip fastening and 
contrasting purple alcantara interior lining. Measuring 10 
by 24 by 38cms. With maker’s dust bag. £300-400
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383

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Speedy 30 handbag. Designed 
with a maker’s textured epi leather exterior in blue with 
smooth blue leather trim, patch pocket to one side, double 
rolled leather handles, maker’s padlock and key, top zip 
fastening and one interior side pocket. Measuring 18 by 
22 by 30cms. With maker’s dust bag. £300-400

384

LOUIS VUITTON - a yellow Epi Saint Jacques handbag. 
Designed with a structured fan shape in maker’s textured 
yellow epi leather with smooth leather trim, double fl at 
leather handles, top zip fastening and purple alcantara 
interior lining. Measuring 10 by 24 by 38cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £120-180

385

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Accessoires Pochette bag. 
Designed with maker’s textured red epi leather exterior, 
with a detachable leather strap, top zip closure and a red 
microfi bre interior lining. Measuring 13 by 24cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £120-180

386

LOUIS VUITTON - a black Epi Saint Jacques GM shoulder 
bag. Designed with a structured fan shape in maker’s 
textured black epi leather with smooth leather trim, double 
fl at long leather handles, top zip fastening and grey 
alcantara interior lining. Measuring 16.5 by 26 by 44.5cms. 
£240-340

387

LOUIS VUITTON - a yellow Epi Saint Jacques handbag. 
Designed with a structured fan shape in maker’s textured 
yellow epi leather with smooth leather trim, double fl at 
leather handles, top zip fastening and purple alcantara 
interior lining. Measuring 10 by 24 by 38cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £300-400

388 

LOUIS VUITTON - a blue Epi Saint Jacques GM handbag. 
Designed with a structured fan shape in maker’s textured 
blue epi leather with smooth leather trim, double fl at 
leather handles, top zip fastening and blue alcantara 
interior lining. Measuring 16.5 by 26 by 30cms. £300-400
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389 #

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Porte Billets compact wallet. 
Featuring maker’s signature epi leather exterior in 
mandarin orange with maker’s logo stamped to one 
corner, snap button fastening and cross-grain leather 
interior with multiple card slots and compartments. 
Measuring 11 by 11.5cms. With maker’s box.  £60-90

390

LOUIS VUITTON - a yellow Epi Long French Wallet. With 
maker’s yellow epi leather exterior and purple crossgrain 
leather interior, featuring a kiss-lock coin compartment, 
front strap and snap button fastening with multiple interior 
card slots and two slip pockets. Measuring 2 by 9.5 by 
18cms. £150-200

391 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Suhali Le Talentueux bag. Designed 
with a pebbled grey leather exterior with smooth grey 
leather trim, polished gold-tone hardware to include stud 
embellishments, corner plates and an engraved press lock 
fastening, detachable clochette and keys and a fl at leather 
shoulder strap. Measuring 9 by 16 by 31cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and shopping bag. £400-600

392 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Suhali Noir Le Talentueux shoulder 
bag. Designed with a pebbled black leather exterior, 
smooth black leather trim with contrasting yellow 
stitching, polished gold-tone hardware to include stud 
embellishments, corner plates and an engraved press lock 
fastening, detachable leather cord with keys and a fl at 
adjustable shoulder strap. Measuring 9 by 16 by 31cms. 
With maker’s care card. £300-400

393 | 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Capucines bag with python handle. 
Crafted from black full-grain taurillon leather with maker’s 
initials to the front, featuring a single python skin handle, 
polished silver-tone hardware, top fl ap closure with 
monogram fl ower detail, inner clip fastening and smooth 
leather lined interior. Measuring 13.5 by 23 by 36cms. 
£1,800-2,400

394 

LOUIS VUITTON - a Taiga leather briefcase. The grey 
textured leather case, with black leather handle, brushed 
silver-tone hardware, exterior rear pocket, opening to 
a fabric lined interior, with shallow zip pocket and two 
full-depth pockets. With padlock key defi cient. Measuring 
29 by 37.5cms. £340-440
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395

LOUIS VUITTON - a Helanga travel bag with garment 
cover. Crafted in burgundy textured taiga leather with 
smooth leather trim, rolled leather top handles, detachable 
leather ID tag, gold-tone hardware, wraparound double 
zip fastening and suede interior lining, together with a 
matching burgundy removable, nylon garment cover. Bag 
measuring 15 by 40.5 by 55cms. £300-400

396

LOUIS VUITTON - a Helanga travel bag with garment 
cover. Crafted from dark green textured taiga leather 
with smooth leather trim, dual rolled leather top handles, 
detachable leather ID tag, gold-tone hardware, padlock 
and key, wraparound double zip fastening and grey suede 
interior lining, together with a grey nylon garment cover. 
Measuring 15 by 40.5 by 55cms. £340-440

397

LOUIS VUITTON - a Taiga Kendall travel luggage carryall. 
Crafted from dark green textured taiga leather with 
smooth leather trim, dual rolled leather top handles, 
detachable adjustable canvas shoulder strap, gold-tone 
hardware, double top zip fastening and a detachable 
leather ID tag. Measuring 21 by 34 by 47cms. £280-380

398

LOUIS VUITTON - a Taiga box coin purse and wallet. To 
include a green textured taiga leather expandable box 
coin purse with snap button fastening, together with a 
black taiga leather wallet with multiple interior slots and 
pockets. Lengths measure 8 and 10cms. One with maker’s 
dust bag. £70-100

399 #

LOUIS VUITTON - a pair of patent orange leather platform 
sandals. Designed with an ankle strap and front T-bar 
with a gold-tone logo medallion and leather bow central 
feature. Size 39. With maker’s box and shopping bag. 
£100-150

400

Two designer scarves. To include a Yves Saint Laurent 
red and black ‘YSL’ logo pattern example and a scarf by 
Christian Dior with a polka dot pattern. Lengths 67 and 
90cms. £40-60

Yves Saint Laurent
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401

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a St. Tropez Ruffl e Bag. Crafted 
from layers of soft tan leather to create a ruffl e effect to 
the exterior, featuring a single top leather handle with 
maker’s engraved metal name plaque, pale gold-tone 
hardware, magnetic snap button fastening and brown 
suede interior lining. Measuring 21 by 26cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £70-100

402

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a small patent leather bag. 
Designed with a pebbled, glossy patent leather exterior 
with raised logo detail to the front, short fl at top handles, 
double zip fastening and one interior side pocket with 
leather embossed name badge. Measuring 11 by 17 by 
20cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120

403

Two designer bags. To include a brown canvas pouch by 
Gucci, designed with a small leather handle and top zip 
fastening, together with a small navy blue leather shoulder 
bag by Lanvin, featuring two-tone brown leather trim, long 
thin shoulder strap and a magnetic snap button fastening. 
Lengths measure 19 and 20cms. £40-60

404

Two designer wallets. To include a Louis Vuitton smooth 
black Nomade leather long wallet, featuring maker’s 
stamped initials to the exterior and multiple interior card 
slots and slip pockets, together with Salvatore Ferragamo 
small smooth black leather wallet, with maker’s engraved 
front buckle embellishment and a top fl ap closure. Lengths 
measure 11 and 18cms. £120-180

405

Four designer scarves. To include two long polka-dot silk 
scarves by Nigel Hall with fringing at both ends, a small 
scarf by Paul Smith with multicoloured uniform paint 
spots, together with an alphabet print Hermès pocket 
scarf. £80-120

406

Two designer scarves. The fi rst by Chanel, the green 
border surrounding a black background depicting Chanel 
bags in pink, green and red with gold logos and access, 
together with an Emilio Pucci head scarf. Signed Chanel 
and Emilio Pucci. Measuring 85 by 85cms and 36 by 
104cms. £100-150

Mixed Designer Items



For any further enquiries please call 0121 212 2131 73Condition reports available for all these lots at www.fellows.co.uk

407

Four designer ties. To include two striped Céline ties, one 
predominantly red with diagonal green and blue stripes, 
the other in blue with red, gold and green stripes, together 
with a pink Gucci tie and a blue and pink patterned 
Hermès tie. All with maker’s marks. £40-60

408 #

Two pairs of designer sunglasses. To include a pair by 
Versace, featuring purple acetate frames and large purple 
gradient lenses, together with a pair of oversized imitation 
tortoiseshell sunglasses by Gucci with signature buckle 
details on each temple. With maker’s cleaning cloths and 
cases. £60-90

409

A selection of designer shopping bags. To include ten 
Hermès bags, fi fteen Chanel bags, together with three 
Escada bags, a Louis Vuitton bag and a Bottega Veneta  
bag, all of varying sizes. £40-60

Notes
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Fellows & Sons Ltd
Terms and Conditions

Fellows & Sons Ltd carries on business, including the conduct of Auctions, on the 
following general conditions.  This includes business with Bidders, Buyers, Vendors, 
consignors, users of this website, and with all those present on the Premises prior to or 
in connection with an Auction (all as hereinafter defined). 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The following defined terms are used in these Conditions :
“Auction” means any Auction conducted by Fellows, either at their premises or 
elsewhere (including any internet-based auctions);
“Auctioneer” means Fellows or its authorised Auctioneer, as appropriate; 
“Bidder” means a bidder at an Auction, including bidders personally present at the venue 
and those bidding by telephone or over the internet or otherwise;
“Buyer” means the bidder whose bid was the last bid when the Auctioneer brings down 
the hammer; 
“Conditions” means these terms and conditions;
“Consigned Property” means the items consigned by the Vendor to Fellows for offer at 
an Auction; 
“Deliberate Forgery” means an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to 
authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source but which is unequivocally 
described by Fellows in the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator and which 
at the date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in 
accordance with the description;
“Fellows” means Fellows & Sons Ltd;
“Hammer Price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the 
Auctioneer brings down the hammer;
“Includes” means “includes but not limited to”, and “including” means “including but 
not limited to”
“Lot” means any Consigned Property accepted by Fellows for offer at Auction;
“Stated Rate” means Fellows’ published rates of commission for the time being and 
value added tax thereon (also available on request);
“Terms of Consignment” means any stipulated terms and rates of commission on which 
Fellows accepts instructions from Vendors [or their agents;
“Total Amount Due” means the Hammer Price in respect of the Lot sold together with 
any premium, commission, value added tax chargeable and any additional charges 
payable by a defaulting Buyer under these Conditions;
 “Vendor” means the vendor of an item (including Consigned Property) which is 
submitted to Fellows for offer for sale at an Auction;
“Website” means this website;
“You” means any user of the Website.

2. WEBSITE

2.1 You may access most areas of the Website without registering your details with us. 
Certain areas of the Website are only open to you if you register.  By accessing any 
part of the Website, you shall be deemed to have accepted these Conditions notice 
in full. If you do not accept this legal notice in full, you must leave the Website 
immediately.  

2.2 Fellows may revise these Conditions at any time by updating this posting. You 
should check the Website from time to time to review the then current legal 
notice, because it is binding on you. Certain provisions of this legal notice may be 
superseded by expressly designated legal notices or terms located on particular 
pages at the Website.  

2.3 Unless otherwise stated, the copyright and other intellectual property rights in all 
material on the Website (including without limitation photographs and graphical 
images) are owned by Fellows or its licensors. If you breach any of the terms in this 
legal notice, your permission to use the Website automatically terminates and you 
must immediately destroy any downloaded or printed extracts from the Website.  

2.4 No part of the Website may be reproduced or stored in any other website or 
included in any public or private electronic retrieval system or service without 
Fellows’ prior written permission.  

2.5 Any rights not expressly granted in these Conditions are reserved.  

3.  VISITOR MATERIAL AND CONDUCT

3.1 Other than personally identifiable information, which is covered under our Privacy 
Policy, any material you transmit or post to the Website shall be considered non-
confidential and non-proprietary. Fellows shall have no obligations with respect to 
such material. Fellows and its designees shall be free to copy, disclose, distribute, 
incorporate and otherwise use such material and all data, images, sounds, text 
and other things embodied therein for any and all commercial or non-commercial 
purposes.  

3.2  You are prohibited from posting or transmitting to or from the Website any 
material: that is threatening, defamatory, obscene, indecent, seditious, offensive, 
pornographic, abusive, liable to incite racial hatred, discriminatory, menacing, 
scandalous, inflammatory, blasphemous, in breach of confidence, in breach of 
privacy or which may cause annoyance or inconvenience; or for which you have 
not obtained all necessary licences and/or approvals; or which constitutes or 
encourages conduct that would be considered a criminal offence, give rise to 
civil liability, or otherwise be contrary to the law of or infringe the rights of any 
third party, in any country in the world; or which is technically harmful (including, 
without limitation, computer viruses, logic bombs, Trojan horses, worms, harmful 
components, corrupted data or other malicious software or harmful data). 

3.3  You may not misuse the Website (including, without limitation, by hacking).  

3.4 Each registration is for a single user only. Fellows does not permit you to share 
your user name and password with any other person nor with multiple users on a 
network.

3.5 Responsibility for the security of any passwords issued rests with you.  

4. THE VENDOR

4.1 Fellows shall act as agent of the Vendor only.  Any contract for the sale of a Lot will 
be formed between the Vendor and the Buyer.

4.2 The Vendor warrants and represents to Fellows and the Buyer that the Vendor 
is the sole and true owner of the Consigned Property or is properly authorised 
by the sole and true owner to consign it for sale and is able to transfer good 
and marketable title to the property free from any third party claims.  The Vendor 
warrants and representatives that the Vendor has revealed all pertinent information 
that the Vendor possesses about the items, including in relation to any repairs or 
alterations that may have been carried out.  The Vendor shall indemnify Fellows 
and the Buyer against any loss and expense caused by any breach of this clause 
4.2.

4.3 The Vendor shall be entitled to place prior to the Auction a reserve on any Lot, 
being the minimum Hammer Price at which Lot may be sold. Reserves must be 
reasonable and Fellows may decline to offer goods which in Fellows’ opinion would 
be subject to an unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage 
and insurance charges stipulated in the terms of consignment).  Reserves will not 
be accepted on items with a bottom estimate less than £100.  The Auctioneer 
also reserves the right not to accept items which they deem to be unsuitable for 
Auction.  Any estimate given shall be an opinion and is not an undertaking of any 
kind.

4.4 A reserve once set cannot be changed except with the written prior consent of 
Fellows.

4.5 Where a reserve has been placed only Fellows may bid on behalf of the Vendor. 

4.6 The Vendor authorises Fellows to deduct commission from any sold items at a rate 
of 15% (plus VAT) on any item with a hammer price of £3,000 (or under) or 12.5% 
(plus VAT) on items over £3,000.  Loss or liability for damage will be charged at a 
rate of 1.5% (plus VAT) calculated on the hammer price.  A Marketing fee of £10 



(plus VAT) will be charged for each Lot, if unsold we will charge a nominal handling 
fee of £5 (plus VAT).  All items below £35 are subject to a minimum fee of £5 (plus 
VAT) per Lot.

4.7 Fellows will pay the Hammer Price achieved for the Lot (less its commission and 
applicable fees in accordance with clauses 4.6, 9.2 and 9.3),to the Vendor on 
receipt of payment of the Total Amount Due in full by the Buyer.

4.8 The Vendor authorises Fellows in their discretion to negotiate a sale by private 
treaty in the case of a Lot unsold at Auction, in which case the same charges will 
be payable as if the Lot had been sold at Auction.

4.9 Fellows do not themselves undertake the collection of any items but may, as the 
Vendor’s agent, instruct a contractor on behalf of the Vendor. Fellows accepts no 
liability for the actions of such contractor who contracts with the Vendor direct.

4.10 Fellows disclaims all liability for items delivered to their saleroom without sufficient 
sale instructions, and reserves the right to make a minimum warehousing charge 
of [£1.00] per item per day. Unsold items are subject to the same charges if the 
Vendor does not remove them within a reasonable time of notification. If not 
removed within three weeks Fellows reserves the right to sell the items and defray 
charges from any net proceeds of sale or at the Vendor›s expense to consign them 
to the local authority for disposal.  Fellows disclaims any liability for default by the 
Buyer or for paying out the Vendor before receiving payment by the Buyer.

4.11 Subject to clause 4.9, Fellows holds all items on their premises and in their custody 
covered against the risks of fire, burglary and water damage on the scale of 
charges notified in the terms of consignment and payable by the Vendor up to the 
date of any sale and (in Fellows› discretion) the Buyer thereafter until collection.

4.12 The right of Fellows to bid on behalf of the Vendor is expressly reserved. The 
Vendor acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these 
Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms of Consignment as notified to 
consignors at the time of the entry of the Lot. 

4.13 The Auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of any item that in their opinion is 
unsaleable.  Items, including electrical goods and soft furnishings, which do not 
comply with current legislation will not be offered at Auction.

4.14 Any items unsold after an Auction will be reoffered in a subsequent Auction at a 
reduced reserve to be agreed within seven days.  The Auctioneer may request the 
removal of an item if a reduced price cannot be agreed; items not removed within 
14 days will be subject to a storage charge.

4.15 A charge of 10% (plus VAT) based on the middle estimate – plus any other charges 
incurred – may be levied for any Lot withdrawn by the Vendor from offer at an 
Auction.  If the item has to be returned by post (or any other method) the Vendor 
will be responsible for this charge.  These charges are to be paid before the item is 
returned.

4.16 By submitting the item to Fellows for offer at Auction, the Vendor agrees to the 
Terms of Consignment and authorises Fellows to deduct the specified charges.  

5. PUBLICITY

5.1 Any catalogue and buyer guides are provided for information only and do not 
form part of these Conditions.  The catalogue and the buyer guides may contain 
additional terms and conditions.  

5.2 Fellows reserve the right to use any photographs, background information, and 
research for publicity purposes both before and after the sale.

6. THE AUCTION

6.1 Any Auction shall be conducted at the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer.
6.2 The Auctioneer shall conduct the Auction with reasonable skill and care.  For 

example, what constitutes a bid shall be at the absolute discretion of the 
Auctioneer, acting with reasonable skill and care.

6.3 The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid which does not exceed the 
previous bid by at least 10% or by such greater proportion as the Auctioneer shall 
in his or her absolute discretion direct.

6.4 Where two or more bids at the same level are simultaneously received by the 
Auctioneer, the Auctioneer at his absolute discretion shall determine which bid 
to prefer.  Subject to the foregoing, where two or more bids at the same level are 
simultaneously received by the Auctioneer, any bid by a Bidder personally present 

at an Auction shall take preference over any bid submitted by telephone or over 
the internet.  Any bid made or attempted by telephone or over the internet shall be 
deemed to have been made only if received by the Auctioneer.  

6.5 Fellows shall have the right, at its absolute discretion, to refuse admission to its 
premises or attendance at (or participation in) any Auction by any person.

7. BIDDERS

7.1 Bidders may be required to register their particulars. Bidders attending in person 
may be required to satisfy Fellows’ security arrangements before entering any part 
of the premises to view or bid. 

7.2 You accept full liability for all bids submitted via your My Fellows account. 
Once a bid has been made by a Bidder on our website, the bid can be lowered 
or increased up until 9am on the day of the auction. You must sign into your My 
Fellows account to do this and you will receive an email confirmation for any 
changes made. 
Should a bid be placed in error on the website you must contact Fellows 
immediately. Failure to contact Fellows before the auction takes place will result in 
liability for the full payment of the item.  

7.3 Subject to clause 6.3, the highest Bidder at the Hammer Price shall be the Buyer.  
Any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the Auctioneer’s absolute discretion. 

7.4 Bidders are deemed to act as principals unless there is a written prior 
acknowledgement by Fellows that a Bidder is acting as an agent for a named 
principal. 

7.5 Bidders are strongly encouraged to attend the Auction in person.  Bidders shall be 
responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be deemed to have 
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its condition.  Neither Fellows 
nor its employees or agents shall be responsible for any neglect or default in doing 
or failing to do so.  

7.6 Bidders are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and 
prospective Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all such matters.  Neither Fellows 
or its employees or agents nor the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, express, implied or statutory are 
hereby excluded.

8. THE BUYER

8.1 Immediately a Lot is sold, the Buyer shall:
(a) give to Fellows their name and address and, if requested proof of identity, and 
(b) pay to Fellows the Total Amount Due.
8.2 [Fellows may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms with the Buyer before 

an Auction under which the Buyer may be entitled to take possession of Lots up 
to an agreed value in advance of payment by a stipulated future date of the Total 
Amount Due.]

8.3 Cheques shall not be acceptable by Fellows (unless Fellows in its absolute 
discretion permits payment by such method) nor are third party references or credit 
facilities with other Auction houses. If a cheque is tendered Fellows reserves the 
right to instruct its bank to check the Buyer’s status and account balance before 
exercising any discretion. Any credit arrangement must be settled at least 4 days 
before the relevant sale. Any permitted payment by credit card shall carry an extra 
charge to the Buyer of such percentage of the Total Amount Due as is displayed 
on the premises.

8.4 Any payments by a Buyer to Fellows may be applied by Fellows towards any sums 
owing from that Buyer to Fellows on any account whatever without regard to any 
directions of the Buyer or his agent, whether express or implied.

9. THE PURCHASE PRICE

9.1 On the first £50,000 of the Hammer Price (of any individual Lot) the Buyer will pay 
the Hammer Price and a premium of 20% (plus VAT). The said premium not being 
negotiable and payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises Fellows to retain 
beneficially the premium payable by Buyers. Value Added Tax is charged at the 
rate prevailing by law at the date of sale.

9.2 On the excess over £50,000 of the Hammer Price (of any individual Lot), the Buyer 



will pay the Hammer Price and a premium of 10% (plus VAT). The said premium 
not being negotiable and payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises Fellows 
to retain beneficially the premium payable by Buyers. Value Added Tax is charged 
at the rate prevailing by law at the date of sale.

9.3 Value Added Tax on the Hammer Price is imposed on all items affixed with an 
asterisk thus - *.

9.4 Buyers will pay a commission charge of an additional 3% + VAT of the hammer 
price if lots are successfully purchased online via Live Auctioneers and the-
saleroom.com.

9.5 Non UK or EU VAT registered buyers can have most classes of VAT refunded 
on their purchases - please note that auctioneers are under no obligation to 
provide VAT refunds, although many will offer this service. HMRC are the ultimate 
refunding authority. VAT refunds are subject to provision of statutory export/import 
documentation. HMRC have decreed that VAT on buyer’s premium is always 
payable whether the buyer is domiciled in the UK, the EU or outside the EU or 
wherever the goods are to be sent.  So auctioneers cannot refund VAT on buyer’s 
premium if the goods are sold under normal VAT rules.

10. TITLE AND COLLECTION OF PURCHASES
10.1 The ownership of any Lot purchased shall not pass to the relevant Buyer until they 

have made payment in full to Fellows of the Total Amount Due.
10.2 Buyers shall at their own risk and expense take away any Lot that they have 

purchased and paid for not later than 2 working days following the day of the 
Auction after which they shall be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges.

11. DEFAULT BY BUYER OR VENDOR
11.1 As Fellows act as agent for the Vendor, Fellows is not responsible for default by the 

Vendor or the Buyer.
11.2 If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these Conditions, 

or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, Fellows as agent for the Vendor 
shall at its absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it may have, 
be entitled to exercise all or any of the following rights and remedies:

(a) to proceed against the Buyer for an action for debt or damages for breach of 
contract;

(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by Fellows to the 
defaulting Buyer;

(c) to re-sell the Lot by Auction or private treaty. If a lower Hammer Price is achieved 
on the re-sale than that achieved on the original sale the defaulting Buyer shall be 
liable for the difference (after crediting any part payment and adding any re-sale 
costs). Fellows will account to the Vendor for any surplus achieved on a re-sale, 
however, it shall only be required to account to the Vendor for any resulting 
deficiency in the event that it receives payment of such sum in full from the 
defaulting Buyer.

(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at the expense of the defaulting Buyer and, in 
the case of storage, either at Fellows’ premises or elsewhere;

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding [1.5%] per month on the total amount 
due to the extent it remains unpaid for more than 2 working days after the sale;

(f) to retain that or any other Lot sold to the defaulting Buyer until that Buyer pays the 
total amount due;

(g) to reject or ignore bids from the defaulting Buyer at future Auctions or to impose 
conditions before any such bids shall be accepted;

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to the 
defaulting Buyer towards the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a 
lien on any of the Buyer’s property in Fellows’ possession for any purpose.

12. DELIBERATE FORGERIES
12.1 Subject to clause 12.2, any representation or statement by Fellows (including 

in any catalogue) as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, 
condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only. Prospective 
Buyers are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and 

prospective Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all such matters. Neither Fellows 
or its employees or agents nor the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, express, implied or statutory are 
hereby excluded.

12.2 Any Lot which proves to be a Deliberate Forgery may be returned to Fellows by 
the Buyer within 21 days of the Auction provided it is in the same condition as 
when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the relevant 
catalogue description and a written statement of defects. If Fellows is satisfied from 
the evidence presented that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery Fellows shall refund the 
money paid by the Buyer for the Lot (but not the amount of any consequential 
loss, damages, expenses or interest) provided that (1) if the catalogue description 
reflected the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or (2) the 
Buyer personally is not able to transfer a good and marketable title to Fellows.  

13. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
13.1 All members of the public on the premises are there at their own risk and must note 

the lay-out of the accommodation and security arrangements. 
13.2 Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to all actions, costs, expenses, 

claims and demands whatsoever suffered or incurred by the person entitled to the 
benefit of it and Fellows declares itself to be a trustee of the benefit of every such 
indemnity so far as it is expressed to be for the benefit of its employees and agents.

13.3 While Fellows endeavours to ensure that the information on the Website is correct, 
Fellows does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the material on the 
Website. Fellows may make changes to the material on the Website, or to the 
products and prices described in it, at any time without notice. The material on the 
Website may be out of date, and Fellows makes no commitment to update such 
material. 

13.4 The material on the Website is provided “as is”, without any conditions, warranties 
or other terms of any kind. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by 
law, Fellows provides you with the Website on the basis that Fellows excludes all 
representations, warranties, conditions and other terms which, but for this legal 
notice, might have effect in relation to the Website.  

14. GENERAL
14.1 Any notice to any Buyer, Vendor, Bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail 

or email in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee 
48 hours after posting or sending.  All notices to Fellows must be sent in writing 
and email is not acceptable.

14.2 Any indulgence extended to any person by Fellows notwithstanding the strict 
terms of these Conditions or the Terms of Consignment shall affect the position at 
the relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession only; in all other 
respects these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect.

14.3 These Conditions and any disputes or claims arising out of or in connection with it 
or their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) 
are governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England.  

14.4 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England have exclusive jurisdiction 
to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection with the Agreement 
or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims).

15. SHIPPING
15.1 We offer a tracked and insured shipping service for a standard rate of £15.00* per 

parcel.
15.2 *Larger items, as well as those exceeding a value of £5,000 or weighing in excess 

of 2kg may be subject to additional fees. 
15.3 Due to the size and vulnerability of the items in our Antique Furniture and Silver 

auctions, we are unable to post these items and advise buyers to check the cost 
of shipping before bidding.
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Emma Boydell LLB Law (Hons), BVC

Watches
0121 212 5506

Adrian Hailwood MA (Hons)

Conrad Cunningham BA (Hons)

Steven Yambo BA (Hons)

Michael Jagiela
Laura Bishop MA (Hons)

Philip Showell BA (Hons)

Craig Ledger

Pawnbrokers
0121 212 6308

Leah England BA (Hons), DGA

Antiques & Fine Art
0121 212 2131

Kevin Jackson
Mark Huddleston MA (Hons)

Jennifer Reid BA (Hons)

Dannielle Blackledge

Silver & Coins
0121 212 6302

Naomi Wilson BA (Hons), DGA

Alison Jakeway MA MRICS

Sarah Isaacs BA (Hons)

Contact Information

Stephen Whittaker BA (Hons) 
Jayne Whittaker 

Ben Griffiths BSc (Hons)

Adrian Hailwood MA (Hons)

Departments

Specialist Departments

Jewellery 
0121 212 6303

Emma Scriven BA (Hons), FGA, DGA 

Heather Bailey 
Claire Stafford FGA, DGA 

Georgina Kettle BA (Hons), FGA, DGA 
Ben Randall BA (Hons), G.G., A.J.P. 
Louise Ludlam BA (Hons), DGA

Jenny Darcy BA (Hons) 
Leah England BA (Hons) 
Emily Tebbutt GG, AJP, BA (Hons) 
Jennifer Muntz BA (Hons), Cert DGA 
Sophie Higgs
Natalie Craddock
Liz Bailey BA (Hons) 
Lindsay Beardmore DGA 

Watches
0121 212 5506

Adrian Hailwood MA (Hons)

Conrad Cunningham BA (Hons)

Steven Yambo BA (Hons)

Michael Jagiela
Laura Bishop MA (Hons)

Philip Showell BA (Hons)

Craig Ledger

Pawnbrokers 
0121 212 6308 

Leah England BA (Hons)

Rachel Bache
Kate Bannister 
Annaliese Foster 
Alexandra Becket

Operations 
0121 212 5508

Ben Griffiths BSc (Hons) 
beng@fellows.co.uk 

Accounts 
0121 212 2131

Stacey Goodson
staceyg@fellows.co.uk

Cherie Reid
cherie@fellows.co.uk

Insurance 
0121 212 5504

Geoff Whitefield FIRV, FNAG 
geoff@fellows.co.uk 

Photography 

Claire Cleaver 
Peter Long BA (Hons) 
Rudolfs Cinovskis
Kieran Robinson

Marketing 
0121 212 5500 

Natasha Harris BA (Hons)

natasha@fellows.co.uk 

Howard Cheung BA (Hons) 
howard@fellows.co.uk 

Elizabeth McNab BA (Hons) 
elizabeth@fellows.co.uk 

Stephanie Jenkins BA (Hons) 
stephaniej@fellows.co.uk

London Office
0207 127 4198

Jewellery & Watches Specialist

Natalie Evans 

BA (Hons), FGA, DGA

natalie.evans@fellows.co.uk

Business Development

Nicola Whitaker 
BSc (Hons),Cert.GA

nicola@fellows.co.uk

Antiques & Fine Art 
0121 212 2131 

Kevin Jackson 
Mark Huddleston MA (Hons)

Dannielle Blackledge MA (Hons) 
Jennifer Reid BA (Hons)

Silver & Coins 
0121 212 6302 

Naomi Wilson BA (Hons), DGA 

Alison Jakeway MA MRICS 
Sarah Isaacs BA (Hons)

Directors



Travel Information

London Office – Mayfair 

Fellows Mayfair offi ce offers valuations by appointment, call a member of 
the team to arrange a time to visit. 

London Offi ce 
2nd Floor 
3 Queen Street 
London 
W1J 5PA

Telephone: 020 7127 4198
Fax: 0121 212 1249
Email: London@fellows.co.uk 

Birmingham Saleroom – The Jewellery Quarter Birmingham 

Situated in the heart of Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter, Fellows is easily 
accessible from all parts of the United Kingdom, Europe and beyond.

Head Offi ce & Saleroom
Augusta House 
19 Augusta Street 
Birmingham 
B18 6JA

Telephone: 0121 212 2131
Fax: 0121 212 1249
Email: Info@fellows.co.uk

Follow us on….

facebook.com/
fellowsauctions

pinterest.com/
fellowsauctions

fellowsauctions

@fellowsauctions youtube.com/fellows1876

London Office (Valuations by appointment): 2nd Floor | 3 Queen Street | London W1J 5PA | 020 7127 4198



Main Office & Saleroom: Augusta House 
19 Augusta Street Birmingham B18 6JA

London Office (Valuations by appointment):  
2nd Floor | 3 Queen Street | London W1J 5PA

Tel 0121 212 2131 | Tel 020 7127 4198 | 

Fax 0121 212 1249 | www.fellows.co.uk


